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10.1 Textile fi bers

A fi ber is a unit of matter with an extremely small diameter and a length 
at least 100 times longer than its width. There are many fi brous substances. 
Fibers, that are too fi ne or too short are diffi cult to process into yarn. And 
if they are too coarse and thick, they are uncomfortable if worn next to the 
skin. Therefore, only the fi bers having a minimum length (about ½ inch, or 
15 millimeters) and a width range (0.0004 – 0.002 inch, or 10–50 micrometers) 
can be used as textile materials. Historically, natural fi bers were the fi rst 
textile fi bers.

10.1.1 Natural fi bers

Wool

Wool refers to fi bers from sheep, goats, camels, oxen, and fur-bearing 
animals. Wool was one of the fi rst fi bers to be spun into yarn and woven 
into fabric. Wool fi bers are composed of a protein polymer called keratin. 
A wool fi ber is generally crimped three dimensionally. The crimp ranges 
from 4 to 10 crimps/cm. The fi ber length of wool used for apparel products 
ranges from 5 to 12 cm and size varies from 14 to 45 µm.

Sheep’s wool is the most important type of wool fi ber because it is the 
most plentiful. Specialty wool fi bers from the hair of the camel, alpaca, llama, 
and vicuna are more costly than sheep’s wool. Wool is used in both woven 
and knitted fabrics. The fabrics drape well and are durable; and are used 
primarily in luxury sweaters, coats, and suits. They are comfortable under a 
variety of conditions and retain their good looks during wear and care.

Silk

Silk is a fi ne, strong, continuous fi lament produced by the larva of certain 
insects, especially the silkworm, when constructing their cocoons. It is a 
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natural protein fi ber composed of fi broin. Early in 2640 BC, the ancient 
Chinese learned how to reel the silk and make it into fabric. The silk 
industry was then monopolized by China for over 3000 years. Today, major 
producers of silk are China, India and Japan. There are two main types 
of silk fi ber, cultivated and wild. They differ in diameter, cross-sectional 
shape, and fi ne structure. The most important commercial silk is cultivated. 
Silk is the only natural fi lament fi ber. It is linear. Its length may be up 
to 600 m, but generally averages 300 m. Silk has a very fi ne diameter of 
12–30 µm.

The beauty and hand of silk and its high cost make is known as a luxury 
fi ber. It remains an important fi ber in fashion designers’ collections. Silk is 
extremely versatile and can be used to create a variety of fabrics from sheer, 
gossamer chiffons to heavy, beautiful brocades and velvets. Silk underwear, 
socks, and leggings are also popular due to silk’s soft hand and other 
comfortable physical properties.

Cotton

Cotton is a seed hair obtained from the boll of the cotton plant. It is a 
natural cellulosic fi ber composed of polymers forming a highly crystalline 
structure with numerous strong hydrogen bonds. Cotton cloth was used by 
the people of ancient China, Egypt, India, Mexico and Peru. Today, cotton 
is the most important apparel fi ber. There are also many varieties of cotton 
fi bers differing in staple, length, diameter and so on. The terms ‘Pima’, 
‘Egyptian’, and ‘Sea island’ denote the most commonly used cotton fi bers. 
The staple lengths of cotton range from 0.32 to 6.35 cm, and those of 2.22–
3.18 cm are used as textile materials. The diameter of cotton ranges from 12 
to 20 µm. The microscopic appearance of cotton fi ber is a fl at, twisted ribbon 
in the longitudinal direction, and its cross-section shows a kidney-bean 
shape. Cotton fabrics are used where comfort is of primary importance and 
appearance retention is not as important, or where a more casual fabric is 
acceptable. Cotton is often mixed with other fi bers to improve its durability 
and appearance retention; blends of 60 percent or 70 percent cotton are 
usual.

Flax and ramie

Flax fi ber is obtained from the inner bark of the stem of a plant grown in 
temperate and subtropical regions of the world. It is a natural, cellulosic, 
multi-cellular bast fi ber. Flax fi ber is 10–100 cm in length. Its diameter varies 
from 40 to 80 µm. Flax is stronger than cotton as its polymers lie almost 
parallel to the fi ber axis. Flax is one of the oldest textile fi bers. Fabric made 
from fl ax is called linen. Remnants of linen were found among the remains 
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of the Swiss Lake Dwellers, who lived in 8000 BC; linen mummy cloths 
more than 3000 years old have been found in Egyptian tombs. Actually, the 
linen industry fl ourished in Europe until the 18th century. However, 
with the invention of power spinning, cotton replaced fl ax as the most 
important and widely-used fi ber. Today, fl ax is a prestige fi ber as a result of 
its limited production and relatively high cost. Apparel made of linen is 
usually designed for warm weather use, high fashion aspects, or pro-
fessional wear.

Ramie is another common bast fi ber. It has been used for several thou-
sand years in China. The ramie plant is a tall perennial shrub from the nettle 
family that requires a hot, humid climate for growth. It grows primarily in 
China, the Philippines, and Brazil. Ramie fi ber is longer than 150 cm. It is a 
coarse fi ber with a fi ber size of 4.6–6.4 denier. Ramie fi ber is used in a wide 
variety of apparel items: sweaters, shirts, blouses, and suits. It is often in 
blends, particularly with cotton or wool.

10.1.2 Regenerated fi bers

Regenerated fi bers are manufactured cellulosic fi bers. These polymers do 
not naturally occur as fi bers; processing is carried out to convert them into 
fi ber form.

Rayon

Rayon was the fi rst manufactured cellulosic fi ber. The development of 
rayon fi ber can be traced back to 1664, when the English physicist Robert 
Hooke suggested it might be possible to spin artifi cial fi laments from a cel-
lulosic gummy substance resembling the secretion of silkworms. In the next 
two centuries, several inquisitive scientists tried numerous methods to 
produce an ‘artifi cial’ silk. In 1884 in France, Count Hilaire de Chardonnet, 
called the ‘father of rayon’, made the fi rst practical commercial production 
of rayon fi ber. After that, various manufacturing processes were developed 
for its production.

Rayon fi ber is available as fi lament, staple, and tow. Most rayon is used 
in staple form. Normally, rayon fi bers range from 1.5 to 15 deniers. Observed 
under a microscope, a regular viscose rayon fi ber shows a striated surface 
and a serrated cross-section. Rayon fi ber is a manufactured fi ber composed 
of 100% regenerated cellulose, or regenerated cellulose in which chemical 
substituents have replaced not more than 15% of the hydrogens of the 
hydroxyl groups. Rayon fi ber is soft, comfortable and versatile. It is mostly 
used in woven fabrics, which have a unique drape that designers love. It is 
also used in non-woven fabrics.
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Acetate

Acetate is another manufactured cellulosic fi ber made from the same raw 
material as rayon, cellulose, but by a different manufacturing process 
involving a greater degree of chemical modifi cation. Acetate is available 
as staple or fi lament. Observed under a microscope, an acetate fi ber 
shows a striated surface and a lobed cross-section. The appearance of 
acetate fi ber is very similar to that of silk: bright, shiny, and smooth to 
the eye and hand. The low cost and good draping qualities of acetate 
make it a valuable and beautiful fi ber. An important use of acetate is as 
a lining fabric; another one is in robes and loungewear. Acetate and also 
rayon are the two oldest manufactured fi bers and have been produced in 
large quantities, fi lling an important need for low cost fi bers in the textile 
industry.

10.1.3 Synthetic fi bers

Synthetic fi bers are non-cellulosic manufactured fi bers. In producing syn-
thetic fi bers, the fi ber-forming compounds must be made from basic raw 
materials (monomers) by a polymerization process. Different chemical 
compounds are used as the raw materials to make the polymers for nylon, 
olefi n, and acrylic polymers.

Nylon

Nylon was the fi rst synthetic fi ber. It was developed by the Du Pont 
Company in 1939. Nylon is a manufactured fi ber in which the fi ber-
forming substance is any long-chain synthetic polyamide in which less 
than 85% of the amide linkages are attached to two aromatic rings. 
Nylon fi ber is highly crystalline, oriented, and strongly hydrogen bonded 
between two types of polar groups in both the crystalline and amorphous 
areas. So it is very strong, tough and fl exible. Nylon is available in 
multifi lament, monofi lament, staple, and tow in a wide range of deniers 
and shapes. There are many variants of the two commonest types of 
nylon, nylon 6 and nylon 6,6, altering in fi ber denier, cross-section 
and crimp.

Today, nylon is very successful in hosiery and in knitted-fi lament fabrics 
such as tricot and jersey, because of its smoothness, light weight, high 
strength, and good recovery after high elongation. Nylon is also used for 
lining fabrics in coats and jackets. These linings are more durable; however, 
their cost is greater than acetate fabrics. In the apparel markets, most nylon 
is used in fi lament form rather than staple.
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Polyester

The fi rst viable polyester fi ber was produced in England by ICI, and it 
was introduced to the USA in 1951 by the Du Pont Company. Since then, 
polyesters have undergone signifi cant research and development work. 
Today, polyester refers to manufactured fi bers in which the fi ber-forming 
substance is any long-chain polymer composed of at least 85% by weight 
of an ester of a substituted aromatic carboxylic acid, including but not 
restricted to substituted terephthalate units and parasubstituted hydro-
xybenzoate units.

Polyester is a highly crystalline and well-oriented fi ber and its polymers 
are weakly hydrogen bonded. Therefore, polyester fi bers have high tenacity 
and are highly resilient. At low stress, they have high elastic recovery; at 
high stress, particularly repeated high stress, they have low elastic recovery. 
Polyester fi ber is smooth and even in diameter and its cross-section is nearly 
circular. Its diameter varies from 12 to 25 µm, depending on end-use 
requirements.

Polyester products are available as fi lament fi ber, staple and tow fi ber, 
fi brefi ll, and non-woven structures. Polyester fi lament yarns, as well as spun 
yarns blended with cotton or rayon, are widely used in woven fabric and 
knitted fabric. These fabrics are attractive, durable, comfortable (except in 
conditions of high temperature and humidity), retain their appearance well, 
and are easy care.

Acrylic

Acrylic is a manufactured fi ber in which the fi ber-forming substance is 
any long-chain synthetic polymer composed of at least 85% by weight 
of acrylonitrile units. The fi rst example was made in Germany in 
1893. Since then, many efforts had been made to produce improved 
acrylic fi bers. Du Pont started commercial production of the fi ber in 
1950, and was a major producer for the next 40 years. Acrylic is often 
available as staple fi ber and tow. For apparel products use, its size 
varies from 1.2 to 3.0 denier. Acrylic fi bers are usually slightly crimped, 
and their cross-section can be dog-bone shaped, kidney-bean shaped, 
or round.

Acrylic fi bers are soft, warm, lightweight, and resilient. Because of their 
low specifi c gravity and high-bulk properties, acrylic fi bers more success-
fully duplicate the positive aesthetic attribute of wool fi bers. They are 
superior to wool in their easy-care properties and are non-allergenic. 
Acrylics are widely used in sweaters, socks, fl eece fabrics and fake-fur 
fabrics.
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Polyolefi n

Polyolefi n fi bers are made from polymerized ethylene or propylene. They 
were originally developed for soled (plastics) applications. Since 1960, poly-
olefi nes fi bers have been produced for use in textiles, as monofi lament, 
multifi lament, staple fi ber and tow. They are rod-shaped and smooth-
surfaced. However, their cross-section can be modifi ed easily. Polyolefi ns 
are the lightest-weight fi bers (SG < 1.0). Today, they are used for thermal 
underwear, socks, sweaters, and active sportswear.

10.1.4 New developments in textile fi bers

Despite the long history and maturity of fi ber science, new processes, mate-
rials and products are still being developed today. Many new fi bers with 
unique characteristics for special use have been developed. Here, some of 
them are introduced.

Elastomeric fi bers

An elastomer is a natural or synthetic polymer that, at room temperature, 
can be stretched repeatedly to at least twice its original length, and upon 
immediate release of the stretch, will return to approximately its original 
length. Spandex and rubber are two major elastomeric fi bers used in apparel. 
Rubber fi bers are manufactured fi bers in which the fi bre-forming substance 
is comprised of natural or synthetic rubber. Rubber is rarely used as a bare 
fi lament; it is generally the core in a covered yarn.

The fi rst synthetic elastic fi ber, a spandex fi ber called ‘Lycra™’, was pro-
duced Du Pont in 1958 after many years of research. Spandex fi bers are 
superior to rubber in strength and durability. They are produced as mono-
fi lament or multifi lament yarns in a variety of deniers. Spandex is seldom 
used alone in fabrics. Other fi bers or yarns are added to achieve the desired 
hand and appearance. Spandex is mostly used in foundation garments, 
active sportswear, dancewear, hosiery, and narrow fabrics. It also has medical 
uses, such as surgical and support hose, bandages and surgical wraps (see 
Chapter 9).

Micro-fi bers

One of the most important developments in textiles fi bers has been the 
technology to extrude extremely fi ne fi laments while maintaining all of 
the strength, uniformity and processing characteristics expected by textile 
manufacturers and consumers. Micro-fi ber is defi ned as a fi ber of less than 
1.0 denier, so it is even fi ner than luxury natural fi bers such as silk. It can 
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be extruded by reducing the polymer output at the spinneret and drawing 
with a large draw ratio. There are primarily three methods for micro-fi ber 
production: direct spinning, mechanical splitting and solvent splitting.

Micro-fi bers are available in two types: continuous fi lament and random 
staple. Their designed characteristics are extreme softness, high fl exibility 
and smoothness. Their lower bending rigidity, high surface area and greater 
number of fi bers per unit weight enable the production of fabrics that are 
softer, quicker drying and have greater cover and cooler hand.

High-performance fi bers

High-performance fi bers are driven by special technical functions that 
require specifi c physical properties unique to these fi bers. They usually have 
very high levels of at least one of the following properties: tensile strength, 
operating temperature, limiting oxygen index (fi re retardancy) and chemi-
cal resistance. Here, fi bers with high mechanical performance are focused 
on. Meta-aramids are the most widely used specialized fi bers, for their 
combination of heat resistance and strength at reasonable cost. Nomex 
from the Du Pont company and TeijinConex from the Teijin company are 
the well known meta-aramid fi bers. Para-aramid fi bers have similar operat-
ing temperatures to meta-aramid fi bers, but have 3–7 times higher strength 
and modulus. ‘Kevlar’ (DuPont), ‘Twaron’ (Akzo) and ‘Technora’ (Teijin) 
are typical para-aramid fi bers. They are ideal for reinforcement and protec-
tive type applications and usually are used in parachutes, bullet-proof vests, 
ballistic protective fabric, and cut-resistant fabric.

Carbon fi ber can vary in both modulus and strength in large ranges 
depending on the raw material used and fi nal heat treatment temperature. 
It is mainly utilized in specialized composites for the aerospace and similar 
industries.

Smart fi bers

Shape-memory materials are able to memorize a second, permanent shape 
besides their actual, temporary shape. After application of an external 
stimulus, for example an increase in temperature, such a material can be 
transferred into its memorized, permanent shape. The process of program-
ming and restoring a shape can be repeated several times. Shape memory 
polymers have been applied to textiles in fi ber, fi lm and foam forms, 
resulting in a range of high-performance fabrics and garments, especially 
sea-going garments.

There are also some smart fi bers that are capable of measuring internal 
strain, temperature, humidity and so on. They can be made and integrated 
into textile structures such as yarns, fabrics and composites.
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10.2 Structure parameters and measurement

10.2.1 Fine structure

Fine structure is a depiction of the arrangement of the polymers and the 
bonds that hold them together. The ability of a fi ber to withstand mechanical 
forces is largely determined by its fi ne structure. Orientation and crystallin-
ity are two major parameters to describe the fi ne structure of a fi ber. 
Absorption of infra-red radiation, optical and X-ray diffraction studies, 
electron microscopy, and nuclear magnetic resonance are common methods 
used to investigate the fi ne structure of a fi ber.

10.2.2 Fiber dimensions

Conditioning and testing of textile fi bers must be carried out under constant 
standard atmospheric conditions. The standard atmosphere for textile 
testing involves a temperature of 20 ± 2 °C and a relative humidity of 
65 ± 2%.

Size

There are a number of different ways of measuring fi ber size/diameter, 
which differ fundamentally in their defi nitions of size, so that the measure-
ments may not be easily inter-coverted. The gravimetric method is based 
on the relationship that for a given fi ber its mass is proportional to its cross-
sectional area. The fi ber linear density is measured by weighing a fi ber of a 
certain length on a balance. If the fi ber has a circular cross-section, its 
diameter can then be calculated from the linear density. The projection 
microscope test (BS 2043) is the standard method for measuring wool fi ber 
diameter, and is also applicable to any other fi bers with a circular cross-
section. A microscope slide of short lengths of fi ber is prepared, and is then 
viewed using a microscope that projects an image of the fi bers onto a hori-
zontal screen for the diameter measurement.

The airfl ow method is an indirect method of measuring fi ber fi neness 
based on the fact that the airfl ow at a given pressure difference through a 
uniformly distributed mass of fi bers is determined by the total surface area 
of the fi bers.1–5 The surface area of a fi ber is proportional to its diameter 
but, for a given weight of sample, the number of fi bers increases with the 
fi ber fi neness so that the specifi c surface area (area per unit weight) is 
inversely proportional to fi ber diameter.6 The airfl ow measurement is often 
used for wool and cotton fi bers. The Shirley fi neness and maturity tester 
(FMT) is also a kind of airfl ow method for cotton fi ber.
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The optical fi ber diameter analyzer (OFDA)7 is a microscope-based 
system which effectively automates the projection microscope. The system 
was originally developed for wool testing but is also capable of measuring 
other animal and man-made fi bers. The CSIRO fi ber diameter analyzer 
(FDA) is a non-microscopical system of measuring fi ber diameter that oper-
ates by light scattering.8,9

In general, the fi ner the natural fi ber size, the higher the quality of the 
fi ber. Manufactured fi bers are available in a wide range of sizes. They are 
classifi ed as coarse (>7 dtex), regular (2.4–7.0 dtex), fi ne (1.0–2.4 dtex), micro 
(0.3–1.0 dtex), and ultra-fi ne (<0.3 dtex).

Length

The length of natural fi bers is not constant but has a range of values. 
However, man-made fi bers can be cut during production to whatever length 
is required, either with all the fi bers of the same length or with a distribu-
tion of lengths. In the case of fi bers with a distribution of lengths, a mean 
length is taken. There are two main types of methods to measure fi ber 
length: the direct measurement of single fi ber mainly for research purposes 
and tuft methods that involve preparing a tuft or bundle of fi bers arranged 
paralleled to one another. The Wira fi ber length machine is designed for 
direct measurement. It is an attempt to automate the process of single fi ber 
measurement and is intended mainly for measuring wool fi ber.10 The comb 
sorter,11,12 clamped tuft method,13 Fibrograph,14 Wira fi ber diagram machine, 
and Almeter15 are all for the tuft measurement. The comb sorter is used for 
cotton and wool measurement. The clamped tuft method, the Wira fi ber 
diagram machine and the Almeter are for wool fi ber measurement while 
the Fibrograph is an automatic method of measuring the fi ber length of a 
cotton sample. Some image-based methods have also been developed for 
fi ber length measurement.16 The Fiber Quality Analyzer (FQA)17,18 is an 
image processing system for investigating various fi ber properties including 
length.

A trend in fi ber measurement is that several existing instruments for 
various fi ber parameter tests are integrated into a set of instruments, or new 
types of instruments are developed for measures covering many parameters 
of the fi bers. These sets are known as High-Volume Instruments (HVI). The 
Spinlab system is one such system, which measures seven parameters of 
cotton fi ber: fi ber length, length uniformity, strength, elongation, micronaire, 
color and trash.19 The Uster AFIS (Advanced Fibre Information System) 
is another typical system for single fi ber testing covering the assessment 
of fi ber length, fi neness, maturity distribution and other dimensional 
parameters.
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Cross-section shape

The shape of a fi ber’s cross-section is important in many applications. It has 
a considerable infl uence on bending stiffness and torsional stiffness of the 
fi ber. Consider the bending stiffness of the solid fi bers; those with round 
cross-sections offer a high resistance to bending and, hence the fi bers are 
stiff. However, fi bers with ribbon-like cross-sections, such as cotton, offer 
the least resistance to bending. The cross-section shape is usually observed 
under a microscope. Natural fi bers usually have characteristic cross-sections 
determined by nature. The cross-sections of most manufactured fi bers can 
be modifi ed easily.

10.3 Fiber mechanical properties

10.3.1 Testing

Tensile

The stress–strain curve of a fi ber is usually obtained by gradually extending 
it and measuring the tension corresponding to each increase in length. 
Because of the way in which the elongation and the breaking point of textile 
fi bers varies with time, the method of stretching the specimen is an impor-
tant factor in determining the results of the test. There are two different 
ways of carrying out tensile tests with regard to the way of stretching the 
specimen:

(i) Constant rate of extension (CRE), in which the rate of increase of 
specimen length is uniform with time and the load measuring mecha-
nism moves a negligible distance with increasing load. The Instron 
Tensile Tester operates in this way.

(ii) Constant rate of loading (CRL), in which the rate of increase of the 
load is uniform with time and the specimen is free to extend, the 
elongation being dependent on the extension characteristics of the 
specimen at any applied load. The Krais instrument,20 and the Scott 
IP testers21 provide this method.

Universal testers are available in which the principles of constant rate 
of loading or constant rate of elongation can be used, either of the two 
modes being selected. The Cambridge Textile Extensometer is of this 
type.

Properties in various directions

Bending: There are few instruments developed for the bending test of a 
fi ber. However, several approaches to measure bending have been described 
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in reference 22. A tensile tester can be modifi ed for the measurement of 
fl exural rigidity of coarse fi bers. A fi ber can also be formed into a circular 
loop for measuring the bending rigidity by studying the deformation of the 
loop under an applied load. By measuring the defl exion of fi laments of short 
lengths, clamped at one end and loaded at the other, the bending rigidity 
can also be obtained. Fiber bending can also be measured dynamically. In 
this case, a bending stress–strain curve is obtained. Chapman’s fi ber-bending 
tester is a successful instrument for such a test.23,24 The KES-FB2 bending 
tester, which was developed for a fabric bending test, can also be used to 
obtain a bending stress–strain curve for fi bers.25

Torsion and shearing: Morton and Permanyer developed an apparatus 
to measure the torque–twist relation of a fi ber.26,27 Owen used a double-
pendulum method to test the dynamic twisting.28 By using KES-twist testing, 
a torque–twist curve can also be produced. Thus, the torsional rigidity can 
be obtained. It is diffi cult to measure directly the relation between shear 
stress and shear strain. The shear modulus is often calculated from the 
torque–twist curve.

Compression: Axial compression and transverse compressive properties 
are important in modeling the mechanical behavior of fi bers, especially 
high-strength and high-modulus fi bers. The axial compression modulus is 
often regarded as the same as the tensile modulus. Direct study of axial 
compression has been made by cutting sections of fi bers or monofi ls and 
compressing them between plates. The method can also be used to study 
the transverse properties. The KES-FB3 tester can be used to obtain a 
pressure–thickness curve of fi ber transverse compression.25

Friction: Since it is diffi cult measure the friction of a fi ber against another 
surface or the inter-fi ber friction, there are few commercial instruments for 
friction measurement. However, researchers have designed many appara-
tuses to deal with this issue. Based on the geometry of the contact area, 
methods for assessing fi ber friction can be divided into four groups: (i) fric-
tion between two individual fi bers; (ii) friction between a single fi ber and 
one or more fi ber assemblies; (iii) friction between two fi ber assemblies; 
and (iv) friction between a single fi ber and another surface. In these tests, 
fi ber-to-fi ber friction can occur at point, line and area contacts. Figure 10.1 
illustrates the three contact modes.

Howell developed many approaches in order to carry out a point contact 
test for fi ber friction: Howell’s Method,29,30 Hanging Fiber Method,31 
Inclined Fiber Method,32 and Capstan Method.33 The Cantilever Method34 
is also a point contact method. For the line contact test, there are the Twist 
Friction Method,35 Capstan Method,36,37 and Fiber Pull-out Method.38–41
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Due to anisotropy and viscoelasticity, the line contact and point contact 
methods may provide different kinds and amounts of contact and thus dif-
ferent frictional responses. Since the area contact method provides small 
variation in the inter-fi ber friction, it may provide more representative and 
more reproducible results than other methods. There have been many 
methods and apparatus developed for measuring friction between assem-
blies.42–48 It should be mentioned that, depending on the friction measuring 
device, the values of friction index responses will be different. Hong and 
Jayaramen have given a detailed review of the developments of fi ber fric-
tion measurements in reference 49. Table 10.1 lists coeffi cients of fi ber-on-
fi ber friction for several kinds of fi bers.

10.3.2 Properties

The major mechanical properties of various common textile fi bers are 
compared in Table 10.2.

10.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, the brief development history, structural features and 
mechanical properties of textile fi bers have been introduced and the meas-
urement of the relevant properties reviewed.

Table 10.1 Fiber-on-fi ber friction

Fiber pairs  Friction

  coeffi cient, m

  Static Kinetic

Wool-on- {  with scales 0.13 0.11
 wool50     against scales 0.13 0.11
Rayon-on-rayon51 0.35 0.26
Nylon-on-nylon51 0.47 0.40

10.1 Contact modes of fi ber friction.

(a) Point contact 
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11.1 Introduction

Yarn structure has a strong infl uence on the biomechanical properties of 
the fabric produced. It is very diffi cult to quantify yarn structure and no 
published literature can be found which gives an unambiguous defi nition 
for important yarn quality parameters. Theoretically speaking, the struc-
ture of a yarn can be quantifi ed by knowing the spacial arrangement of all 
the fi bers in the yarn. With the incorporation of the fi ber mechanical and 
dimensional properties, the collective behavior of the yarn can then be 
determined by considering the effect of individual fi bers and their interac-
tions. The above work requires tremendous effort and the reward is not 
attractive enough. Instead of measuring all the fi bers in a yarn, a random 
sample of fi bers is taken and the path of those fi bers is quantifi ed. This is 
the famous tracer fi ber technique, fi rst introduced by Morton.1 Another 
important yarn structural property is the distribution of fi bers in the yarn. 
The highly non-linear mechanical properties are mainly due to the non-
uniform distribution of fi bers. This can be explained by the shortest path 
hypothesis.2

11.2 General view of today’s yarns

Ring spinning is regarded as the conventional yarn production process 
which has more than 150 years of history and will continue to be the most 
versatile and important process in the near future until an alternative 
method has developed to such a stage that it can be replaced over the whole 
count range. Air jet spinning is taking ground in the fi ne yarn count region. 
Rotor spinning has secured its share in the low to medium count sector. 
Friction spinning is still struggling to get rid of poor yarn strength and low 
yarn abrasion resistant problems. Other spinning methods, such as wrap 
spinning by hollow spindle, seem to be quite static in terms of further devel-
opment. The sole motivation of searching for alternative spinning methods 
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is to increase productivity, since ring spinning reached its upper limit long 
ago.

It is expensive to add one turn of twist in the rotor and ring system 
because it involves one complete revolution of the rotor or the traveler 
around the ring. The production speed is also limited by the excessive yarn 
tension arising from the centrifugal force. For friction and air jet spinning, 
a turn of twist is inserted by rotating the yarn itself; thus it is more energy 
saving. In addition, the yarn tension is relatively low since the yarn with-
drawal force is not directly affected by the action of twist insertion.

Yarns produced by different spinning processes vary quite signifi cantly 
in yarn properties. As a standard of yarn quality, ring spun yarn is generally 
used to assess the success of other new processes by quality comparison. 
The assessment of yarn quality is becoming more stringent. The all-round 
yarn characteristics are compared. They include the yarn strength, uneven-
ness, abrasion resistance, hairiness, bending stiffness and hand. Those yarn 
properties will be explained in relation to yarn structure and the measuring 
methods will be described in the coming sections.

Due to the difference in yarn structure, rotor yarn cannot be compared 
directly with ring yarn of the same twist level. Rotor yarns require a 
higher machine twist than ring yarns in order to achieve similar tensile 
strength levels. Twist measurement of rotor yarn is not straightforward since 
the wrapper fi bers on the yarn surface cannot be untwisted. The direct 
untwisting method is surely not applicable. The single untwist-retwist 
method demonstrates large discrepancies. The French type multiple untwist-
retwist method has, however, been shown to give accurate measurement of 
machine twist.

New spinning systems differ from conventional ring spinning systems in 
regard to the yarn twisting mechanism; they produce yarns with different 
fi ber confi guration and packing density distribution. Fibers in ring yarn are 
well aligned and interlocked with a migratory geometry. In rotor yarn a 
bicomponent structure can be observed; a regularly twisted core covered 
by a sheath of entangled fi bers which are occasionally wrapped by belt-like 
fi ber.

The yarn-making process has two phases: phase I – Fiber feeding stage 
(drafting and transport), phase II – Yarn formation stage. Fiber cohesion is 
obtained by twisting, wrapping, entanglement, bonding or their combina-
tions. (Fiber migration = twist + entanglement). A major drawback of break 
spinning is lack of suffi cient fi ber tension during the spinning process. 
Productivity of rotor yarn is limited by the pull-out tension (proportional 
to r · w), but tension in spinning zone is still low.

In terms of production speed, ring spinning is left far behind to those new 
spinning methods such as rotor spinning, friction spinning and air jet spin-
ning, and especially by the MVS air jet, where the production speed can 
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reach up to 400 meters per minute. This is about 20 to 30 times more pro-
ductive than ring spinning. Nevertheless, ring spinning is still the most 
popular yarn production method, partially due to the technology inertia. 
Most people are reluctant to change when the existing system is running 
fi ne. Changing will mean further investment and uncertainty. Adopting new 
technology may cost quite a lot since new versions with certain improve-
ments come out too often. Everyone wants to wait until the technology 
matures. Another major reason for the popularity of ring spinning is the 
quality of yarn produced. Ring spinning has its unique yarn formation 
mechanism such that all the fi bers are subject to a certain level of tension. 
High-tension fi bers tend to move toward the yarn center, low-tension fi bers 
tend to buckle out toward the yarn surface. This periodic movement of 
fi bers in a yarn causing a variation of radial position is called fi ber migra-
tion. The moving in and buckling out mechanisms occur simultaneously, 
resulting in a self-locking structure. The self-locking structure of ring spun 
yarn contributes signifi cantly to the high tensile strength and good abrasion 
resistance.

The self-locking mechanism is enhanced by moderating the fi ber tension 
just before yarn formation. It is the basis of Solospun yarn. A Solo roller 
with intermittent grooves on the roller surface can enhance the degree of 
fi ber migration such that fi bers interlace to a larger extent. It is found that 
the yarn tensile strength is not further increased, but the abrasion resistance 
is improved remarkably.

11.3 Yarn structural properties

11.3.1 Fiber path in yarn

The fi bers in a ring spun yarn in general follow helical paths with varying 
helix radii. This is the well known phenomenon called fi ber migration. As 
described by Morton,1 the spinning tension acting on individual fi bers 
causes the fi bers to move away or toward the yarn axis. The migration 
pattern of ring yarn is very different from other yarn types. For example, 
open end friction spun yarn (produced using the DREF 2 system) is found3 
to have stronger migration than ring yarn, but the migration is unidirec-
tional, i.e. one end of fi ber lies on the yarn surface and the other end in the 
yarn core. The fi bers form conical helices with much intermingling (interlac-
ing), to form a well-locked yarn structure. The fi ber migration of friction 
spun yarn is facilitated by geometrical means instead of mechanical means 
as for the ring spun yarn. During the yarn forming process, fi bers, after 
passing through the opening roller, are laid on the surface of a conical yarn 
tail which is rotating on the nip of the suction roller. The so-called ‘length 
utilization’ of fi ber in friction spun yarn is poor. Quite a number of fi bers 
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wrap loosely around the yarn surface. Tracer fi ber technique is an effective 
way to study the fi ber path in a yarn. Together with the image analysis 
algorithm, a large number of tracer fi bers can be sampled and a better rep-
resentation of the yarn structure can be obtained. The yarn cross-section 
analysis provides some further information on the yarn structure, for 
example the fi ber packing density distribution4 in a yarn. It is a very impor-
tant yarn parameter which is related to the highly non-linear torsional and 
tensile properties of yarn,5 and the initial lateral compression modulus of 
fabric and hence fabric handle.

11.3.2 Packing density distribution of yarn

Some other very interesting results concerning yarn structure can be 
obtained from yarn cross-section analysis, for example (i) the hollow center6 
of yarn due to ribbon twisting in worsted spinning, (ii) fewer fi bers in a 
cross-section of rotor yarn than that of ring yarn of the same count and 
twist due to poor alignment of fi bers in the rotor yarn, (iii) friction yarn has 
a loose packing7 of fi bers in the yarn cross-section due to low tension 
present during yarn formation, and so on.

The packing density distribution has a signifi cant effect on yarn mechani-
cal properties, especially the initial tensile modulus. According to the short-
est path principle,2 fi bers will move toward the yarn center to avoid being 
strained until the yarn core is jammed (i.e. packing density has reached the 
upper limit). When the yarn is quite loose in the core region initially, it will 
have room for yarn extension before the yarn core becomes jammed with 
fi bers and forces most of the fi bers to extend. The work done to extend the 
fi bers is much larger than that for bending and twisting the fi bers. Moving 
the fi bers toward the yarn center only involves bending and twisting fi bers. 
With the same amount of yarn extension, the larger work undertaken 
means a larger yarn modulus. Methods of measuring fi ber packing density 
are described in the following sections.

Conventional method

The conventional method4,8 of fi ber lateral distribution measurement is 
called the slice cutting method. The procedures of this method involve fi xing 
the yarn by means of resin and cutting thin slices of the yarn. The fi bers in 
the yarn cross-section can then be analyzed manually or automatically by 
means of image analysis. In the experiment, the yarn length is under control 
such that the yarn cannot contract when immersed in the resin. The cross-
section of the yarn in an extended or twisted state can also be studied using 
this method. It is a very useful tool for the analysis of fi ber movement in a 
yarn when subject to external forces.
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When a yarn is being deformed, it could be quite compact, so the viscosity 
of the resin fi xing agent should be low enough to penetrate into the spaces 
between fi bers in the yarn. In addition, the fi xation process of the fi xing 
agent should take place even though it is at room temperature. Based on 
the above requirements, an acrylic resin with its catalyst was selected. With 
suitable proportions of resin and catalyst giving the right amount of setting 
time, very satisfactory thin slices of the yarn cross-sections can be obtained 
by use of a microtome.

When a yarn is immersed in a liquid, there will be a change in fi ber 
arrangement. Generally the yarn will increase in diameter but decrease in 
length. One way to minimize the change in fi ber arrangement is by control-
ling the yarn length. A clamp was specially designed for this purpose. The 
yarn was threaded through a plastic tube, and then the yarn and the plastic 
tube were fi xed together on the clamp, with the lower jaw closed fi rmly such 
that resin would not leak through. By inverting the clamp, the yarn was 
tensioned under its own weight. The clamp was restored to its upright posi-
tion after the upper jaw was fi rmly closed. The resin was mixed with the 
catalyst according to the proportions stated in manufacturer’s manual. 
The newly prepared resin was injected into the tube as soon as possible. 
The resin was allowed to set and cool in air for about one hour. The yarn 
in the resin was then removed from the tube and thin slices were cut using 
a standard microtome with a steel knife.

The slices were viewed under the microscope and the images were cap-
tured. By enlarging the photograph to a scale of 200 : 1, each fi ber cross-
section was represented by two quantities: coordinates of the center of mass 
and area of cross-section. To calculate the mass of fi ber at different yarn 
radial positions, annuli with equal areas were constructed. The area of fi ber 
cross-section at each annulus was determined by representing the fi ber 
cross-sections by circles with same area and center of mass. A computer 
program was used to perform the calculation and produce the lateral yarn 
density function.

The disadvantages of the slice cutting method are that, fi rst, the yarn 
structure may be changed in the resin bath, and secondly this method is a 
destructive test; as a result the same portion of yarn cannot be used for 
other tests. In addition, the method is tedious and time consuming to 
carry out.

Measuring method using computed tomography principle

In this section a novel method of measuring the yarn density distribution 
is introduced. A technique based on the principle of computed tomogra-
phy9,10 (CT, e.g. human body scanning) is introduced. According to a litera-
ture search, the principle of CT has never been applied in the textile fi eld 
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before. The selection of the penetrating source is the most important part 
in the construction of the measuring device. The penetration power of the 
source is acceptable when it can penetrate most of the commercial yarn. 
The sensitivity of the detector is acceptable when the absorption of a single 
fi ber can be detected. The reliability of the new measuring device will be 
justifi ed by means of the conventional yarn cross-sectional analyzing method 
which was described in the previous section.

The proposed method could eliminate the shortcomings of the conven-
tional method, which are that, fi rstly, the yarn structure might be changed 
by immersion in the resin, and secondly that it is a destructive test. With an 
automated system for the measurement of yarn structure, any new yarn 
structures achieved by modifying the spinning methods or spinning condi-
tions may be quantifi ed quickly. This will further assist in future investiga-
tions related to yarn mechanics. In addition, the new measuring device 
could be attached to a spinning machine to provide on-line monitoring of 
the yarn quality. Since even the packing density distribution of yarn can be 
measured, all the yarn faults and levels of irregularity can also be measured 
with ease.

The experimental set-up is shown in Fig. 11.1. An X-ray diffractometer 
was used for the scanning experiment. The copper target of the X-ray tube 
was energized at 30 keV, the tube current was limited to 20 mA. A circular, 
stainless-steel tube and an aperture were used to collimate the X-ray beam 
to a size of about 2 × 5 mm2.

As yarn is produced by twisting fi ber strands, it is reasonable to assume 
the packing density of yarn is axially symmetric. With this assumption, the 
absorption profi le in one direction is enough to reconstruct the cross-section 
image of the yarn. Obviously, taking the average along the yarn length 
would get a more representative packing density distribution of the yarn.

The yarn was mounted on a linear positioning stage that was equipped 
with a digital micrometer of 1 µm reading resolution. It was exposed to the 

11.1 Schematic diagram for the X-ray scanning experiment.
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collimated X-ray radiation at the rear of a 0.1 mm slit. A focusing optic 
system including a 0.1 mm aperture slit, and a 1/2° fi eld of view slit were 
used for the X-ray collection. A solid state detector received the X-ray 
radiation and the signal was fed through a pulse height analyzer and then 
recorded by a microcomputer. In order to deduct the background, the X-ray 
intensity was measured by scanning the detector for a small angle in each 
measurement.

Experimental result: Two woolen carpet yarns were produced at Canesis 
Network Ltd. (former WRONZ); one was high twist, the other low twist 
(see Fig 11.2). The specifi cations of the yarns are given in Table 11.1. The 
relative X-ray absorption curves of the yarns are shown in Fig. 11.3. The 
high-twist yarn has a higher degree of absorption at the yarn core region. 
The absorption region of the low-twist yarn spreads over a relatively larger 
distance. Another obvious difference of the two yarns is related to the sym-
metry of the absorption curves. High-twist yarn has a more symmetric 
absorption curve. It is as expected since twisting a fi ber strand would make 
it more axial symmetric.

Principle of computed tomography: Transmission CT is applied here. A 
cross-section of the yarn is scanned by a thin X-ray beam whose intensity 

Table 11.1 Parameters of yarns

Yarn parameters Low-twist yarn High-twist yarn

Linear density (tex) 256 288
Twist level (turns per meter) 115 265
Yarn diameter (mm)  1.16  0.96

11.2 Cross-section of yarn.

(a) Low-twist yarn (b) High-twist yarn 
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loss is recorded by a detector and processed by computer to produce a 
two-dimensional image which is then used for the computation of the yarn 
density distribution.

The physical model of CT is as follows. Let f(x) be the X-ray attenuation 
function of the yarn at location x. The X-ray traversing a small distance dx 
at x suffers the relative intensity loss dI/I, with dI/I = f(x) · dx. Let Io be the 
initial intensity of an X-ray beam L which is a straight line, and let I1 be its 
intensity after having passed the yarn.

It follows that

I
Io

f x x
L1 = ∫− ( ) ⋅

e
d

 [1]

The scanning process provides the line integral of the function f along 
each of the lines L. From all these integrals the function f has to be restruc-
tured. The transform which maps a function on R2 into the set of its line 
integrals is called the two-dimensional Radon transform. Thus, the recon-
struction problem of CT is just the inversion of the Radon transform in R2. 
In practice the integrals can be obtained only for a fi nite number of lines 
L. In a parallel scanning geometry a set of equally spaced parallel lines is 
taken for a number of equally distributed directions. It requires a single 
source and a single detector which move in parallel and rotate during the 
scanning process. The real problem in CT is to reconstruct f from a fi nite 
number of its line integrals, and the reconstruction procedure has to be 
adapted to the scanning geometry.

Special case: yarn with axial symmetric packing density distribution: When 
the packing density j(r) is axial symmetric, its determination becomes much 
simpler. In mathematical terms, the packing density function can be found 
by solving the following integral equation, with given absorption function 
m(x), and the unknown function j(r),

r r

r x
r m x r x r

x

ϕ ( )
−

= ( ) < < < <∫ 2 2

1
0 1 0d where ,  [2]

The absorption curves as shown in Figure 11.3 were substituted into 
Equation (2). The packing density functions of the two yarns were deter-
mined as shown in Figure 11.4.

The new method provides a convenient way to measure the packing 
density distribution of yarn. In the preliminary experimental study, the 
packing density distributions of woolen yarn with two twist levels were 
measured. When observing the X-ray absorption curve in Figure 11.3 and 
referring to the corresponding yarn cross-section view in Figure 11.2, the 
choice of the X-ray source and the conditioning of the X-ray beam were 
proven to be very appropriate, and the measurement of yarn packing density 
distribution based on computed tomography is highly feasible.
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11.3.3 Fiber interlacing

Fiber interlacing is the mutual consideration of fi ber migration. If nearby 
fi bers migrate in a similar pattern to the way that friction yarn’s fi bers 
migrate from core to surface due to the conical wrapping of fi bers at the 
yarn tail during yarn formation, then fi bers do not interlace much.

Some new yarn types, such as the Solospun yarns,11 have proven success-
ful in increasing the abrasion resistance, but the structure of the yarns could 
hardly be quantifi ed in relation to the eminent properties using conven-
tional method.12–16 A new yarn structural parameter, average segment length 

11.3 Relative X-ray absorption of yarns at different yarn locations.
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11.4 Packing density distribution of yarns.
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of fi ber on the yarn surface, is proposed and described in this section. An 
initial experimental trial was performed for the purpose of verifying the 
usefulness of the new parameter in explaining the variation of abrasion 
resistance of yarns with different structures. Six types of worsted yarns were 
produced with varying degrees of fi ber migration.

Surface length

A new measurement was introduced to quantify the degree of migration of 
fi bers in yarn. It is the segment length of the fi ber on the yarn surface (in 
short the ‘surface length’). A particular fi ber coming out of the yarn surface, 
staying on the yarn surface, and then re-entering into the yarn core would 
involve two random processes and the length of the fi ber segment on the 
yarn surface would be affected by the surrounding fi bers.

Dyed tracer wool fi bers have been blended with other wool fi bers in the 
spinning process. They could be observed when they come to the yarn 
surface. The distribution of segment length of the tracer fi bers on the yarn 
surface refl ects the fi ber migratory behavior in the yarn. When a fi ber 
undergoes a more idealized migration, it moves from the surface to the core 
and vice versa. If the fi bers migrate more frequently, each fi ber appears only 
momentarily on each superimposed concentric layer. Thus, it was postulated 
that the shorter the fi ber exposing on the surface, the more the extent of 
migration. Consequently, the fi bers are more likely to interlock with one 
another to provide a strong cohesion. It was expected that the shorter the 
surface length, the more frequent the fi ber migration.

Surface length distribution

A segment of tracer fi ber is seen on the surface of the yarn. With the aid 
of mirrors, the starting and ending points of the fi ber segment can be located 
and then the surface length measured. By measuring the length of 100 
surface segments of each yarn type, the cumulative distribution of the 
surface length of yarn type Y1 is plotted as shown in Fig. 11.5a. For the 
other yarn types, similar results can be obtained as shown in Fig. 11.5b–f. It 
was discovered that Gamma distribution functions G(x) fi t the cumulative 
distribution of surface length very well. Gaussian distribution functions 
(cumulative normal distribution) were plotted in Fig. 11.5 as well, for com-
parison purpose.

The following describes the principle of obtaining the Gamma distribu-
tion functions of surface length from the raw data. The generalized Gamma 
distribution is a three parameters (a, b and g ) distribution. The probability 
density function (pdf) of Gamma distribution g(x) is the fi rst derivative of 
the Gamma distribution function G(x) and g(x) is given by:17
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The mean of the distribution m = ab + g and the variance s 2 = ab2.
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From the experimental data of surface length, the minimum surface 
length was found to be close to but not less than 1 mm. The estimate of the 
parameter g was set to that value. The estimates of the remaining two 
parameters, a and b, could be calculated from the mean and variance of 
the surface length of the yarn. The means and variances of surface length 
of the six types of yarns and also the corresponding parameters’ values are 
shown in Table 11.2.

With the values of the parameters given, the pdf for the yarns can be 
plotted as shown in Fig. 11.6. It was found that yarn type Y6 had the highest 
proportion of short surface length while yarn type Y1 had the least propor-
tion of short surface length. For the sake of easy visualization, only yarn 
types Y1 and Y6 were plotted in Fig. 11.6.

Table 11.2 Summaries of surface length distribution for the six types of yarns

Surface length Yarn type

 Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 Y5 Y6

mean (mm) 4.64 3.71 3.58 3.14 3.00 2.69
sd (mm) 4.43 3.17 3.46 2.58 2.67 2.35

Parameters
a 0.67 0.73 0.56 0.69 0.56 0.52
b 5.40 3.71 4.64 3.12 3.55 3.28
g 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
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11.6 The surface fi ber distribution of the yarns.
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11.3.4 Twist and its measurement

Twist affects the yarn structure very signifi cantly; in addition to the geo-
metrical change, the change in fi ber tension will affect the packing of yarn 
and the imposed torsional stress will affect the mechanical stability of the 
yarn. For a high-twist yarn, when the tension exerted on the yarn is not 
large enough, the yarn will buckle to become a tortuous shape. Due to the 
yarn formation mechanism, most yarn will have a large variation of twist at 
different radial positions, except ring yarn, so that only ring yarn can be 
untwisted to form a parallel fi ber strand. This is the principle of twist meas-
urement using the direct method.

A method based on different principles must be used for the twist meas-
urement of other yarn types (e.g. rotor, friction and air jet). A method such 
as untwist-retwist, which is based on the twist contraction principle, could 
be employed, or its refi nement; French type untwist-retwist, is a more sat-
isfactory method.18

11.4 Yarn mechanics

11.4.1 Tensile properties

The mechanical behavior of yarns affects their suitability in most end uses. 
The most important yarn mechanical property is the tensile property. The 
strength of yarn is a crucial yarn specifi cation. When the minimum yarn 
strength cannot be met, very poor production effi ciency in the subsequent 
processes and inferior product quality will result. The factors affecting yarn 
tensile strength include yarn structure, fi ber strength and fi ber surface prop-
erties. Yarn mechanics in general refers to the yarn tensile, bending, tor-
sional and abrasion properties. The mechanical properties of yarn include 
tensile tenacity, extensibility, elastic recovery, tensile modulus, bending stiff-
ness, residual torque, and abrasion resistance under periodic tensile loading. 
For the measurement of yarn tensile properties a constant rate of extension 
meter is used – record load extension curve, extend, hold for a period, and 
release.

The yarn tensile test is well established. Standard testing methods are 
very popular in the textile fi eld, e.g. the ASTM D2256 Standard Test Method 
for Tensile Properties of Yarns by the Single-strand Method. This test 
method describes the determination of tensile properties of monofi lament, 
multifi lament, and spun yarns, either single, plied, or cabled with the excep-
tion of stretch yarns. This test method covers the measurement of breaking 
force and elongation of yarns and includes ways of calculating breaking 
tenacity, initial modulus, chord modulus, and breaking toughness. Conditions 
of test are included for the testing of specimens that are: (i) conditioned in 
air, (ii) wet, not immersed, (iii) wet, immersed, (iv) oven-dried, (v) exposed 
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to elevated temperature, or (vi) exposed to low temperature. In the textile 
trade, the ultimate tensile strength, or breaking strength is taken into con-
sideration. A yarn technologist would decide on the spinning method and 
the spinning parameters in order to produce yarns meeting the product 
specifi cations with optimum productivity.

The curve of total tensile strength of fi bers is the upper bound of the 
tensile curve of staple yarn (see Figs. 11.7 and 11.8). The tensile load of a 

11.7 Fiber strands under tension.

11.8 Load–extension curve.
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yarn is always lower than the correspondent total fi ber load. The reduction 
in tensile load is due to a mixture of the following reasons: Fiber slippage, 
fi ber obliquity, loose packing of fi ber, weak link effect.19 Fiber slippage is 
inevitable for staple yarn; each fi ber cumulates tensile stress at both ends 
from zero up to a stress level which is enough to extend the fi ber with the 
same amount of extension of the yarn. Fiber tension contributes to yarn 
loading by a fraction of Tf only, which is T// = Tf · cos a, where a is the twist 
angle (helix angle) of the fi ber. At higher twist levels, inter-fi ber stress will 
increase and yarn failure due to excessive fi ber slippage can be minimized. 
At the same time, fi bers are more inclined to the yarn axis (with larger twist 
angle). Fiber load contributes less to yarn tensile load. The loose packing 
of yarn leads to an extra amount of yarn extension before tightening the 
fi bers to bear the loading. Fibers in the outer yarn region will be straight-
ened in a later stage. When the yarn is being extended, fi bers tend to move 
toward the yarn center to avoid being strained until the yarn core is jammed, 
i.e. with close packing yarn density. The tensile strain distribution of fi bers 
in a yarn can be calculated at various yarn extension states under the 
assumption that fi bers are simple helices with equal helical pitch.

Even when the fi ber is perfectly uniform and the spinning process does 
not introduce additional variation, the spun yarn will have inherent irregu-
larity. The number of fi bers in a cross-section follows a Poisson distribution. 
Within a length of yarn, there exists a minimum strength point at which the 
yarn breaks. This is the well-known weak link effect.19

11.4.2 Yarn torsional properties

Evaluation of yarn torsional properties is much less popular than that of 
yarn tensile properties since they are more diffi cult to measure and their 
effects are less readily related to the properties of fi nal garment. Normally, 
people deal with these properties qualitatively. They use words such as twist 
lively yarn to refer to yarn with a high value of residual torque.

Yarn torsion meter

The most direct way to determine the torsional properties of a yarn is to 
measure the torque rotation relationship of the yarn with a torsion meter. 
The torsion meter (KES-YN1) used in this experiment was manufactured 
by the Kato Tech. Co. Ltd., Japan. The load range is from −500 mgf.cm to 
+500 mgf.cm. During testing, the yarn specimen is subjected to a constant 
tension and its length is allowed to change freely. The torsion meter is based 
on the torsion balance principle: a standard metal wire of known torsional 
stiffness is connected to the yarn at the upper end and the rotational 
displacement of the wire is measured by a very sensitive displacement 
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transducer. The amplifi ed signals of the transducer output are sent to the 
plotter and a torsion rotation curve is obtained.

Singles yarn torsional properties

Singles yarn torque was measured using the KES-YN1 Yarn Torsion Meter. 
The twisting head in the instrument twisted the yarn specimen in a cyclic 
manner. The yarn tension was kept constant at 25 gf.

Specifi cation of low-twist and high-twist yarns
Yarn type : Woolen spun carpet yarn
Yarn linear density : 256; 288 tex
Yarn twist level : 115; 265 turns per metre (Z-direction)
Yarn state : Boil-set (almost zero residual torque)
Yarn test length : 3 cm
Fiber type : New Zealand Romney Wool
Mean fi ber radius : 1.805 × 10−3 cm

The woolen yarns and the yarn specifi cations were supplied by Canesis 
Network Ltd (WRONZ) – see Fig. 11.9.

The mid-points of the yarn torque of the upper and lower hysteresis 
curves at different levels of yarn rotation were plotted in Fig. 11.10. The 
high-twist yarn has a larger torsional rigidity than the low-twist yarn and 
the torsional curve of the former is less linear. The low torsional rigidity of 
the low-twist yarn can be explained by its loose structure. Fibers can freely 
move to accommodate the overall twisting strain of the yarn before they 
form a compact yarn core to act against the imposed yarn torque.

11.4.3 Yarn bending properties

Yarn bending rigidity has a strong infl uence on fabric hand and appearance. 
The bending properties of yarns differ signifi cantly from those of solid 
beams. They are strongly infl uenced by the restraint with which the fi bers 

1 mm

11.9 Longitudinal view of low- and high-twist yarns.
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can move relative to each other in order to accommodate local deforma-
tions due to bending. The degree of the constraint is governed by the twist 
level of the yarn and the surface properties of the fi bers. For loose yarns, 
the fi bers can be assumed to bend independently with each other. In this 
case, the yarn-bending rigidity is effectively equal to the sum of the bending 
rigidities of individual fi bers. Thus, the bending rigidity of such a yarn is 
proportional to the number of fi bers in its cross-section.

In his theoretical study of yarn bending, Backer20 calculated the local 
fi ber strains for two extreme cases of deformation: complete freedom of 
relative fi ber movement and no relative fi ber movement. It was postulated 
that when the fi bers were completely free to change their paths in the yarn, 
no fi ber strain would be developed during yarn bending, and that when 
complete restriction of fi ber movement was imposed, maximum strains 
would occur in the fi bers lying on the outside (with tensile strain) and inside 
(with compressive strain) of the yarn torus. For real yarns, the mobility of 
fi bers must lie in-between the two extreme cases, and should be closer to 
the complete freedom case.

Although the Bending Tester is designed to measure fabric bending 
rigidity, it can also be used to measure the bending properties of yarn. 
During testing, a number of yarn samples are laid parallel with equal 
spacing and under uniform tension. Then both ends of the samples were 
secured using double-side adhesive tapes and paper strips. During testing, 
the yarns were allowed to bend freely between two clamps spaced 1 cm 
apart. Bending hysteresis curves were obtained from the KES-FB2. The 

11.10 Torsional properties of yarns with different twist levels.
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bending rigidity and coercive bending moment of the yarns can also be 
measured.

Specifi cation of yarn
Yarn type : Woolen spun carpet yarn
Linear density : 256 tex
Yarn twist level : 191 turns per metre (Z-direction)
Yarn radius : 0.05 cm
Yarn state : Boil-set (almost zero residual torque)
Fiber type : New Zealand Romney Wool
Mean fi ber radius : 1.805 × 10−3 cm

A total of 64 yarns were laid parallel to one another during the test. The 
bending hysteresis curve was plotted as shown in Fig. 11.11. The bending 
curve was unexpectedly linear. This may be due to the fact that the bending 
deformation was very small since the maximum curvature of the yarn was 
just equal to 2 cm−1. Comparing with the yarn diameter of 0.1 cm, the cur-
vature should reach 10 cm−1, which is the typical bending deformation of 
yarn in a knitted fabric. This is a limitation of using the KES-FB2 Tester 
for the measurement of yarn bending.
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11.11 Bending properties of yarn.
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11.5 Degree of fi ber interlacing and 

abrasion resistance

Semi-worsted yarns of 46 tex and 600 turns per meter were processed in 
Canesis Network Ltd. (WRONZ). The processing parameters were varied 
such as to obtain a series of yarns with changing abrasion resistance.

Test on yarn abrasion resistance

Brorens et al.21 evaluated the yarn abrasion-resistant properties at WRONZ 
using their specially designed abrasion tester. Unlike the normal ‘rubbing’ 
on the yarn surface, this tester performs the mechanism of yarn failure 
which is primarily a gradual drafting of the abraded area under abrasion.

In the experiment of yarn abrasion described in this section, the Shirley 
Yarn Abrasion Tester was used. The tester consists of two reciprocating 
bars: one is made of hardened steel and the other is covered with the stand-
ard abradant used in the Martindale Fabric Abrasion Tester. Eight yarn 
specimens were tested simultaneously. Yarns were threaded from the fi xed 
holders and clipped onto the fl exible holders on which sensors were attached. 
The initial tension exerted on each yarn was 0.5 N. When a yarn was broken, 
the fl exible holder fell, a signal would be sent to the control unit, and the 
number of rubs for that particular yarn would be recorded.

The abrasion cycles were set to an upper limit of 10 000 rubs and the 
elongation of each yarn during test was recorded every 500 cycles. Twenty 
specimens were taken randomly from each yarn type for the test and the 
results were summarized in Fig. 11.12. It can be observed that yarns of type 
Y6 have the highest proportion of yarn specimens lasting for most abrasion 
cycles before breakage (with extension of more than 12%).

It was found that that yarn abrasion resistance was inversely proportional 
to the average surface length, and the coeffi cient of determination R2 = 
0.9481, i.e. around 94.8% of the variation of yarn abrasion resistance can 
be explained by the variable average surface length. As a result, a simple 
yarn structural parameter that is closely related to the yarn abrasion resist-
ance properties was discovered. The merits of this new parameter include 
easy measurement and true refl ection of the degree of interlacing of the 
fi bers near the yarn surface. As the surface fi bers are to be measured, there 
is no need to search for a suitable solvent to optically dissolve the fi bers in 
the yarn such as to highlight the tracer fi ber for measurement of spatial 
coordinates. This would save a lot of effort during preparation work and 
data processing for the generation of migration parameters.12 In addition, 
the surface fi ber length measurement has eliminated the error of varying 
yarn diameter which infl uences the location of the yarn axis and thus the 
accuracy of the migration parameters. More extensive experimental work 
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will be performed to verify the reliability of the new structural parameter 
for different yarn types, e.g. Solospun.

11.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, a brief development history of yarns has been given, fol-
lowed by a description of recent studies22,23 on the most important yarn 
structural parameters, i.e. surface length distribution and lateral yarn density 
distribution. The major mechanical properties were briefl y described. They 
include the tensile, bending, torsional and abrasion properties of yarns. The 
emphasis here is on studies of the inter-relationship between the yarn struc-
ture and mechanical properties. For details of the respective yarn proper-
ties, many papers can be found in the Journal of the Textile Institute and in 
the Textile Research Journal.
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12.1 Characteristics and classifi cation of fabrics

12.1.1 Woven fabric

According to the weave structure, woven fabrics are classifi ed into basic 
weave fabrics, consisting of plain-woven fabric, twill fabric, and satin fabric; 
and complex weave fabrics, including leno fabric, crepe woven fabric, dobby 
fabric, Jacquard fabric and other fabrics of complicated structures.

The three basic weave fabrics are the most commonly used for garment 
materials. As shown in Fig. 12.1, in the plain weave, each warp yarn inter-
laces with each weft yarn to form the maximum number of interlacings; in 
twill weave, warp and weft yarns fl oat over two or more yarns from the 
opposite direction in a progression of two to the right or left; and in satin 
weave, warp or weft yarns fl oat over four or more yarns from the opposite 
direction in a progression of two to the right or left. Leno fabric is mesh-
like, and its warp yarns have been made to cross one another between weft 
yarns during weaving. Dobby fabrics are fabrics with small woven-in geo-
metric patterns. Jacquard fabrics are fabrics with intricate, detailed woven-
in motifs.

12.1.2 Knitted fabric

In weft knits, the yarn forming the fabric traverses the fabric crosswise. 
There are four fundamental stitches forming the diversity of weft knits: knit 
stitch, purl stitch, fl oat stitch and tuck stitch. The three basic single weft knits 
are jersey, rib and purl, which are composed of all knit stitches or of knit 
and purl stitch. These fabrics differ in appearance as well as mechanical 
performance due to their varying stitch structures. The incorporation of 
tuck and fl oat stitches in the basic structure further introduces a variation 
of appearances and alters elongation and dimensions. The two double knits 
are rib and interlock, which are rib structures having alternating knit and 
purl stitches.
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In warp knits, the yarn forming the fabric traverses the fabric lengthwise. 
There are three major types of warp knits: tricot, Raschel, and nets 
and laces. Tricot, composed of all knit stitches, represents the commodity 
warp-knit product. Tricot fabrics vary in the number of sets of yarns in 
their structure: one-, two-, three- and four-bar. The greatest quantity of 
tricot produced is two-bar, which is used extensively in a variety of end 
uses.

Raschel knits are composed of vertical columns of chain stitches and an 
in-laid yarn that traverses the fabric horizontally between chain stitches. 
The three main types of Raschel fabrics are those with the basic structure, 
fall-plate Raschels, and pile Raschels. Both net and lace are open fabrics. 
Net is an open-mesh fabric in which a fi rm structure is ensured by some 
form of twist, interlocking, or knitting of the yarn. Lace is a fi ne openwork 
fabric with a ground of mesh or net on which patterns may be worked at 
the same time as the ground is formed or applied later, and which is made 
of yarn.

12.1.3 Functional fabrics

There are many kinds of functional requirements for fabrics, varying accord-
ing to different garment end uses, such as easy care, softness of touch, quick 
drying, UV-protection, anti-bacteria, long durability, and so on. In regard to 
the mechanical performance of garments, fabric stretch and recovery are 
most important. In stretch fabric, a certain percentage of elastic fi bers are 
usually incorporated.

(a) Plain (b) Twill (c) Satin

12.1 Basic weaves.
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12.2 Fabric construction measurement

Fabric length: The US standard ASTM D3773-90 and ISO 3933 describes 
the standard test methods for fabric length testing.

Fabric width: The width of a fabric depends on the loom on which the fabric 
is manufactured. Testing can follow the standard ASTM D3774 and ISO 
3932.

Fabric thickness: This is one of the basic properties of a fabric, giving infor-
mation on its warmth, heaviness, and stiffness in use. Since fabric is sensitive 
to the pressure used in thickness measurement, it is diffi cult to measure 
fabric thickness with satisfactory accuracy. Usually, a thickness gauge, 
micrometer, FAST-11 or KES-FB32 are used to obtain standard thickness 
or a thickness-pressure curve for a fabric. The standards ASTM D1777 and 
ISO 5084 describe several test methods for fabric thickness testing.

Fabric weight: The heavier a fabric, the more load that is placed on the 
human body wearing it. Weight can be conveyed as very light (<1 ounce per 
yard2), light (2–3 ounces per yard2), medium (5–7 ounces per yard2), heavy 
(>7 ounces per yard2), or very heavy. Fabric weight is usually measured by 
using a chemical balance. ASTM D3776, ISO 3801 and ISO 7211-6 describe 
several standard test methods for fabric weight.

Fabric weave: ISO 7211-1 describes the analysis method for fabric weave 
diagrams.

Fabric count: This is an important determinant of the quality of fabric and 
affects various mechanical properties. Generally, the higher the fabric count, 
the better the technological quality of the fabric. Fabric can also be roughly 
classifi ed into: tightly woven, closely woven, and loosely woven. ASTM D3775-
98 and ISO 7211-2 describe standard methods for determining fabric count.

Fabric crimp: This usually refers to yarn crimp in the fabric. It provides 
technological data for weaving design and for computation of yarn usage. 
ASTM D3883-99 and ISO 7211-3 describe the methods for determining 
yarn crimp in woven fabrics.

Yarn count and yarn twist: To analyze the construction of a fabric, the count 
and twist of yarn removed from fabric needs to be determined. ASTM 
D1059-97 and ISO 7211-5 are for testing the count of yarn removed from 
fabric, and the ASTM D1423-99 and ISO 7211-4 are for testing the twist of 
the yarn.
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12.3 Basic mechanical properties and their 

measurement

12.3.1 Basic mechanical properties of fabric

In normal garment wear, cloth deformation is a mixture of tension, bending 
shearing and twisting. Therefore, besides the geometry and biomechanical 
properties of the human body, garment aesthetic appearance and mechani-
cal comfort depends on these basic mechanical properties. Actually, fabric 
mechanical-comfort performance has been evaluated by consumers and 
textile producers subjectively by means of the hand of the fabric. And, fabric 
handle is used to describe the assessed results. However, fabric objective 
measurement (FOM) has been widely researched during the past several 
decades with the aim of specifying and controlling the quality, tailorability, 
and ultimate performance of apparel fabric. Many test methods, instru-
ments and pieces of apparatus have been developed to measure parameters 
associated with fabric handle. Most of these parameters point to the basic 
mechanical properties of the fabric.

Tensile: Fabric tensile properties can be investigated on universal tensile 
testers. The most commonly used instrument for tensile test is the Instron 
tensile machine. A fabric specimen is often extended at a suitable rate of 
extension to its breaking point, and the load–extension curve is produced. 
There are two major ways to carry out the tensile test – strip test (BS 6176) 
and grab test (ASTM D1682), as illustrated in Fig. 12.2. Warp-wise and 
weft-wise specimens are prepared, then the tensile properties in these two 
principle directions can be investigated.

Figure 12.3 shows the load–elongation curves of two fabrics tested along 
the warp and weft directions on an Instron tensile machine. From these 
curves, the Young’s modulus (that is the initial slope of the curve), break 

Clamps Clamps

Fabric
specimen

Fabric
specimen

(a) Strip test (b) Grab test

12.2 Instron tensile test.
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elongation and break load are often taken as parameters to describe the 
tensile properties of the fabrics tested. When extending a fabric specimen 
in one direction, it will contract in the other direction. The ratio of the 
contraction to the elongation is the Poisson ratio (s). This can also be 
obtained by the biaxial tensile test.

Shear: It is the shear property that enables fabrics to undergo more complex 
deformations than two-dimensional bending and so conform to the con-
tours of the body in garment end use. There are two major approaches to 
measure the shear property. One was proposed by Morner and Eeg-
Olofsson,3 the other one was developed by Behre.4 Both of the two pieces 
of apparatus were attached to the Instron tester. Based on these two methods, 
many further investigations and improvements have been made.5–8

The resistance to shearing, R, is the same in the two methods:6

R = F − W tan q = F − L sin q.

Both of the two approaches produce records on a graph of the angular 
deformation and the resistance to deformation, and provide a complete 
hysteresis curve for the shear resistance of the fabric tested. Figure 12.4 
shows a typical shear stress–strain curve. Cusick5 took a number of para-
meters quantifying shear behavior from the curve: (i) the initial shear 
modulus, given by the slope of the curve at the origin O; (ii) the shear 
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modulus at zero shear angle, given by the slope at points A and B; (iii) the 
hysteresis at zero shear angle, given by the length of AC; and (iv) the buck-
ling shear and the buckling angle at B and D, respectively.

Besides these items of apparatus/instruments designed specially for shear 
property investigations, there is also another approach to measure shear by 
using tensile testers directly. Killy has derived a formula that gives the 
Young’s modulus (Eq) for a fabric in the bias directions that are at an angle 
q to the warp direction:9

1 1 1 2 14 2 2E E G E E1 1 1 2θ θ σ θ θ= ( ) + −( ) + ( )cos cos sin sinn .2θ

Here, E1 and E2 are the Young’s moduli of the warp and weft directions 
respectively, s1 denotes the Poisson ratio of the warp direction, and G is the 
shear modulus. If tensile tests are carried out on specimens of the warp, the 
weft, and the bias direction at an angle of 45 ° to the warp respectively, then 
the shear modulus G can be calculated by the above equation.

Bending: Since fabric stiffness has a dominant effect on aesthetic appear-
ance in garment end use, there have been many methods developed to 
measure it. Peirce fi rst proposed the Cantilever test.10,11 In that test, a 
horizontal strip of fabric, one inch wide, is clamped at one end and the rest 
of the strip is allowed to hang under its own weight. The angle between 
the horizontal and the chord from the edge of the platform to the tip 
of the fabric is measured. He defi ned two quantities calculated from the 
angle q :

O
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12.4 Typical shear curve.
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(i) the bending length c = l · f(q), where l = length of fabric overhanging

 the platform(m), and f θ θ
θ

( ) = ( )cos .
tan

0 5
8

1 3

;

(ii) the fl exural rigidity F = wc3 (Nm), where w = weight (g/m2).

The higher the bending length, the stiffer the fabric. The Shirley stiffness 
tester measures the bending length of fabric in another way. A narrow 
horizontal strip (25 mm × 200 mm) of fabric is allowed to bend to a fi xed 
angle under its own weight. The length of the fabric required to bend to 
this angle is taken as the bending length.

Peirce also proposed a hanging loop method for fabrics that are too limp 
to give a satisfactory result by the cantilever method.10 A one-inch-wide 
strip of fabric of length L has its two ends clamped together to form loops 
of different shapes: ring, pear and heart. Figure 12.5 shows a heart loop. The 
undistorted length of the loop that is under no gravitational or other force, 
l0, from the grip to the lowest point, has been calculated by Peirce. The 
actual length (l) of the loop under the force of gravity is measured. Then, 
the bending length is calculated as follows for each loop shape:

Ring loop: l0 = 0.3183L, q = 157° d/l0, c = L0.133f2(q);

Pear loop: l0 = 0.4243L, q = 504.5° d/l0, c = L0.133f2(q)/cos 0.87q ;

Heart loop: l0 = 0.1337L, q = 32.85° d/l0, c = l0 f2(q).

Here, d = l − l0, and f2(q) = (cos q/tan q)1/3. The fl exural rigidity is calculated 
from the bending length in the same way as the cantilever test.

The stiffness of a fabric in bending is very dependent on its thickness, T; 
the thicker the fabric, the stiffer it is if all other factors are the same. The 
bending modulus, B (N/m2), can then be calculated from the fl exural rigidity 
by the following formula:

B = 12F/T 3.

ASTM D1388 and BS 3356 describe the details of fabric stiffness tests.
To investigate fabric stiffness, Owens et al. developed the Shirley cyclic 

bending tester.12–15 A bending-hysteresis curve can be obtained from this.

Twist: Since fabric twist always occurs accompanied by bending, it is diffi cult 
to measure the pure twist of fabric. Shanahan et al. have pointed out that 
a pure bending along a bias direction is a combination of twist and bending 
in the warp and weft directions.16 A formula was derived to calculate the 
fl exural rigidity in the bias direction at an angle q to the warp:18

Fq = F1 cos4q + (4t + 2u2F1)cos2q sin2q + F2 sin4q

where, F1 and F2 denote the fl exural rigidities in the warp and weft direction, 
u2 is analogous to Poisson’s ratio, and t is the twist rigidity. Then, instead of 
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measuring twist rigidity directly, it can be obtained by testing the bending 
of a fabric specimen in a bias direction. With F1, F2 and Fq known, the twist 
rigidity can be obtained.

Compression: The Schiefer compressometer and universal testers with com-
pression cells can be used to obtain the thickness–pressure curve. ASTM D 
6571 discloses a method to measure the compression resistance and re -
covery properties of any type of high-loft, non-woven fabric using a simple 
and economically applied static weight loading technique.

Table 12.1 provides a summary of the basic mechanical property tests.

12.5 Heart loop.
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12.3.2 Surface properties

As described in Chapter 9, the basic mechanical properties have an infl u-
ence on a garment’s aesthetic appearance as well as contact comfort through 
pressure. Besides them, the surface properties (usually roughness and fric-
tion) of cloth infl uence not only the contact state, but also the touch sense 
of humans. A number of roughness testers have been used for measuring 
the surface roughness of sheet materials.13

There are several approaches for fabric friction measurement. One 
approach is to carry out friction tests in tensile testers with special friction 
attachments. The principle of the test is illustrated in Fig. 12.6a, where a 
block of mass m is pulled over a horizontal fl at rigid surface covered with 
the fabric being tested, and the line connected to the block is led around a 
frictionless pulley and connected to an appropriate load cell in a tensile 
tester. Then, the coeffi cient of friction, m = F/mg. The Instron machine is 
most popularly used.13 An inclined plane method, illustrated in Fig. 12.6b, 
has also been used for fabric friction testing. Here, m = tan q. The Shirley 
Fabric Friction Tester was developed for testing coated fabrics based on this 
principle.18

12.3.3 KES-F system

Kawabata and his co-workers developed the KES-F (Kawabata Evaluation 
Systems for Fabrics) with the aim of objectively measuring the appropriate 
fabric properties and then correlating these measurements with the subjec-
tive assessment of handle.19 The system consists of four specialized instru-
ments: (i) FB1 tensile and shearing; (ii) FB2 bending; (iii) FB3 compression; 
and (iv) FB4 surface friction and variation. The system investigates the 
responses of various mechanical behaviors under low-load. As is well 
known, fabric mechanical properties in the low-load region possess a pecu-

12.6 Friction test.
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liar non-linearity. One example of the non-linearity is the hysteresis behav-
ior in the load–deformation relation. These properties of cloth have 
signifi cant infl uences on the aesthetic shape and wear comfort in garment 
end use. They must be measured exactly and expressed by parameters. 
Fabric specimens of 20 cm × 20 cm are used for all measurements except 
compression.

Tensile property

The tensile test is illustrated in Fig. 12.7a. Extension is applied along the 
5 cm direction of the specimen up to 500 gf/cm. The transverse contraction 
is not limited, so the test is a type of biaxial extension. Figure 12.7b shows 
a typical load–extension hysteresis curve. From this curve, several parame-
ters are derived:

Tensile energy, WT F
m= ∫ d

0
ε

ε
 (gf × cm/cm2);

Linearity of load–extension curve, LT = WT/WOT, where 
WOT = Fm · em /2;

Tensile resilience, RT = (WT ′/WT) × 100, (%), where 
WT F

m′ = ′∫ d
0

ε
ε

;

Extensibility, EM, the strain (em) at 500 gf/cm.

Shearing property

The shear test is carried out using the same tester as the tensile test (KES-
FB1). It is illustrated in Fig. 12.8a; a rate of shear strain of 8.34 × 10−3/sec is 
applied to the specimen under a constant extension load (10 gf/cm) up to a 
maximum shear angle of 8°. Figure 12.8b is the obtained shear-force/shear-
angle hysteresis curve. From it, the following parameters are measured: 

12.7 KES tensile test.
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(i) G, shear rigidity, mean slope of the curve in the region f = 0.5° ∼ 5°; 
(ii) 2HG, hysteresis of shear force at shear angle of 0.5°; (iii) 2HG5, 
hysteresis of shear force at shearing angle of 5°.

Bending

Figure 12.9 shows the KES-FB2 bending tester. In the KES bending test, a 
specimen is bent between the curvatures −2.5 and 2.5 cm−1, as illustrated in 
Fig. 12.10a. Figure 12.10b is a bending curve, from which two parameters 
are measured: B, bending rigidity, the mean slope of the curve in the region 
K = 0.5 ∼ 1.5 cm−1; and 2HB, hysteresis of bending moment, measured at 
K = 0.5 cm−1.

Compression

Figure 12.11 shows the KES compression tester FB3. The specimen used 
for the compression test is 2.5 cm × 2.0 cm and the effective pressure region 
is a circular area of 2 cm2. The specimen is compressed in the direction of 
its thickness to a maximum pressure of 50 gf/cm2, as illustrated in Fig. 12.12a. 
The shape of the obtained pressure–thickness curve (Fig. 12.12b) is similar 
to that of the load–extension curve, and the parameters are also defi ned the 
same way as those for the tensile property: LC, linearity of compression 
curve; WC, compression energy; and RC, compression resilience. The fabric 
thickness at 50 Pa pressure, T0 and that at 200 Pa pressure Tm can also be 
obtained from the thickness–pressure curve. The compression tester can 
also be used for fabric thickness measurement.

12.8 KES shear test.
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12.9 KES-FB2 bending tester.

Surface properties

Figure 12.13 is the KES-FB4 tester for evaluating surface properties. Surface 
roughness is measured by pulling across the surface a steel wire of 0.5 mm 
diameter that is bent into a U shape, as illustrated in Fig. 12.14a. Figure 

12.10 KES bending test.
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12.14b shows a plot of the height variation along the distance. The mean 
deviation of surface contour, SMD is calculated from the plot, SMD = 
hatched area/X.

Surface friction is measured in a similar way by using a contactor consist-
ing of 10 pieces of the same wire used in the roughness test, as shown in 

12.11 KES-FB3 tester.
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Fig. 12.15a. The force required to pull the fabric passing the contactor is 
measured. Figure 12.15b shows the obtained plot of friction versus distance 
travelled, from which two parameters are calculated: the coeffi cient of fric-
tion, MIU, the mean value of the curve; and the mean deviation of the 
coeffi cient of friction, MMD.

12.3.4 The FAST system

Fabric Assurance by Simple Testing (FAST) is a system specifi cally designed 
by CSIRO in Australia for use by tailors and worsted fi nishers to highlight 
problems that may be encountered in making fabrics, mainly wool and 
wool-blend, into garments.1 It is claimed to be much simpler and more 
robust than the KES-F system, so it can be used as an alternative in many 
applications. This system comprises three purpose-designed instruments: 
FAST 1, compression meter, FAST 2, bending meter, and FAST 3, extension 

12.13 KES-FB4 tester.

12.14 KES surface roughness test.
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meter; and a test method, FAST 4, dimensional stability test, which requires 
no specialized equipment.

In the compression test, the thickness of a fabric specimen is measured 
on a 10 cm2 area at two different pressures, fi rstly at 2 gf/cm2 (0.196 kPa) and 
then at 100 gf/cm2 (9.81 kPa). The difference between these two thickness 
values is regarded as the fabric surface thickness. This is based on the con-
sideration that a fabric consists of an incompressible core and a compressi-
ble surface.

The FAST bending meter measures the bending length of a fabric speci-
men automatically. The fl exural rigidity is then calculated from the bending 
length and the fabric weight as mentioned before.

Using the FAST extension meter, the extension of the fabric is measured 
in the warp and weft directions at three fi xed forces – 5, 20, 100 gf/cm (4.9, 
19.6, and 98.1 N/m). The extension at 98.1 N/m is defi ned as the extensibility. 
And the extension values at 4.9 and 19.6 N/m are measured for the calcula-
tion of the formability, together with the respective bending rigidity. The 
extension is also measured on the bias in both directions, only at a force of 
5 gf/cm (4.9 N/m), to enable the calculation of the shear rigidity.

12.4 Mechanical properties in complex deformation

12.4.1 Bi-extension

In normal garment wear, especially with tight-fi t garments, the fabric 
is often stretched in both the two principal directions. How the fabric 
responds to such deformation has an important infl uence on the appear-
ance and comfort of the garments. Kawabata et al. developed an instru-
ment to investigate the fabric properties in biaxial extension. Figure 12.16 
shows the KES-G2 tester. The test is illustrated in Fig. 12.17a, where two 
forces are applied continuously to the two axes of the fabric specimen, 

12.15 KES surface friction test.
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respectively, to keep it constrained on one axis and elongated on the other 
axis. Figure 12.17b shows the obtained curve of the two forces versus the 
elongation.

12.4.2 Buckling and formability

Eeg-Olofsson developed a method to measure fabric plate buckling using 
an Instron tensile testing machine.21 The test specimen was inserted between 
two clamps. The lower clamp was rigidly fi xed to the movable Instron beam. 
The upper clamp was guided by means of two rods mounted in bearings on 
the frame of the Instron machine and suspended by a wire from the strain-
gauge. An extra load was hung on the left-hand of the rods in order to 
maintain tension in the suspension wire throughout the test.

12.16 KES-G2 tester.

12.17 KES biaxial tension test.
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Dahlberg also developed an apparatus as an attachment to the Instron 
tensile tester for measuring plate buckling and shell buckling of fabric.22 
Both of the tests produced load–deformation curves.

Formability is a measure of the degree of compression in the fabric plane 
sustainable by it before buckling occurs. Lindberg et al. pointed out that it 
is an important property required in garment construction.23 Low values of 
formability indicate that a fabric becomes easily puckered when made into 
a collar or cuff. The compression force required to buckle a sample of fabric 
of length l is given by P = kB/l2, where B is the bending rigidity, and k is a 
constant. Under this compression force, the amount of the fabric compres-
sion before it buckles is then given by CP = kCB/l2, where C denotes the 
longitudinal compressibility (that is often assumed to be equal to the exten-
sibility). Here, CB is a specifi c property of the fabric determining how much 
compression it can undergo before buckling. It is defi ned as the compres-
sion formability, Fc.23 There is no particular instrument for the formability 
test. It is usually a by-product of the measurements of tensile modulus and 
bending rigidity.

12.4.3 Drape

The British standard for the assessment of drape of fabrics (BS 5058) 
describes a method using the ‘Drapemeter’. A circular specimen, about 
0.3 m in diameter, is supported on a circular disk of 0.18 m diameter. The 
unsupported area may drape to form some folds. The number of the folds 
(nodes) is used to describe the drapability directly. The more the nodes, the 
softer is the fabric. The drape coeffi cient is the ratio of the projected area 
of the fabric sample to its undraped area, in which the area of the support-
ing disk is deduced.

Drape coeffi cient = (the area of the shadow − the area of the 
  supporting disk)/(the area of the circular specimen − the area 

of the supporting disk)

The higher the drape coeffi cient, the stiffer the fabric.

According to BS 5058, there are three diameters of specimen that can be 
used:

(i) 30 cm for medium fabrics;
(ii) 24 cm limp fabrics, whose drape coeffi cients are below 30% with the 

30 cm sample;
(iii) 36 cm for stiff fabrics, whose drape coeffi cients are above 85% with 

the 30 cm sample.
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12.4.4 Stretch and recovery properties

Certain types of garments, particularly sportswear, dancewear, and founda-
tion underwear, are made to be close-fi tting or tight-fi tting to the body. 
The fabric for such garments should be able to stretch to accommodate 
fi rstly the donning and removal of the garment and secondly any activity 
that is undertaken while wearing it. To avoid bagging and to remain close 
fi tting, the stretch has to be followed by complete recovery of the original 
dimensions. For this purpose, usually a small percentage of elastic fi bers are 
incorporated into the fabric structure. There are a large number of methods 
developed for stretch fabric measurement. Generally, two quantities are 
measured: one is the extension at a given load, sometimes known as the 
modulus, which is a measure of how easily the fabric stretches; the other is 
how well the fabric recovers from stretching to this load, usually measured 
as growth or residual extension.24

The British standard for elastic fabrics (BS 4952) describes a number 
of test methods using either line contact jaws or looped specimens. The 
standard covers both woven and knitted fabrics. The measured quantities 
include: extension at a specifi ed force, modulus, residual extension and 
tension decay. In the extension test, the sample is cycled twice between 
zero extension and a specifi ed force. The elongation at the specifi ed force 
is measured for the extension, and the modulus is obtained by recording 
the force at specifi ed values of elongation. In the residual extension test, 
the sample of gauge length L1 is given a preliminary stretch cycle then 
extended by a specifi ed force that is held for 10 s. The force is then 
removed and the sample is allowed to relax on a fl at and smooth surface. 
The length of the sample clamped between the jaws is measured after 
1 min (L2) and after 30 min (L3) respectively. The following quantities are 
calculated:

Mean residual extension after 1 1002 1

1

min %= − ×L L
L

,,

minMean residual extension after 30 13 1

1

= − ×L L
L

000% .

The tension decay is tested by holding the sample at a specifi ed elongation 
for 5 min and measuring the decay in force over this period: Tension

decay = F F
F

1 2

1

100
− × %, where F1 is the maximum force at the specifi c

elongation, and F2 is the force after 5 min.
The US standard for the stretch properties of woven stretch fabric (ASTM 

D3107) measures two quantities: percentage stretch, elongation at a fi xed 
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load; and fabric growth, which is the same as residual extension. The US 
standard for knitted fabric having lower power (ASTM D2594) measures 
the stretch and the growth after a much longer period.

12.4.5 Strength

Bursting strength

Tensile strength tests are generally used for woven fabrics where there are 
defi nite warp and weft directions. However, some other fabrics, such as 
knitted fabrics, lace or non-woven fabrics do not have such principle direc-
tions where the strength reaches a maximum. Bursting strength, in which 
the material is stressed in all directions at the same time, is an alternative 
method of measuring strength for such materials. Actually, in many gar-
ments, especially at some particular position, such as elbows and knees, the 
fabric is stressed in all directions during wearing, so it is important to carry 
out a strength test in a realistic manner.

The BS 4768 describes a diaphragm bursting strength test method, as 
illustrated in Fig. 12.18a. The fabric specimen is clamped over a rubber 
diaphragm by means of an annular clamping ring and an increasing fl uid 
pressure is applied to the underside of the diaphragm until the specimen 
bursts. The operating fl uid can be a liquid or a gas. Two quantities are 
reported: mean bursting strength (kN/m2) and mean bursting distension 
(mm). ASTM D3786 describes a similar method. ASTM D3787 describes a 
ball bursting strength method as illustrated in Fig. 12.18b. The test can be 
carried out using an attachment on a standard tensile testing machine. In 

Clamp
Specimen

Rubber
diaphragm

PistonLiquid
0 250
50

Pressure
gauge

Ball
Specimen

(a) Diaphragm bursting strength (b) Ball bursting strength

12.18 Bursting test.
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the test, a steel ball is pushed through the stretched fabric specimen and 
the force required is recorded. ISO 13938 also describes a hydraulic method 
and a pneumatic method for determination of bursting strength and a burst-
ing distension.

Tearing strength

A fabric tears when it is snagged by a sharp object and the immediate 
small puncture is converted into a long rip by what may be a very small 
extra effort. It is the most common type of strength failure of fabrics in 
end use. For garment items, such as outdoor clothing, overalls and uni-
forms, the tearing strength is a very important quantity. The fabric tear 
property measured is the force required to propagate an existing tear and 
not the force required to initiate a tear, as this usually requires cutting of 
threads. In the test, the specimen is cut fi rst and the force required to 
extend the cut is measured. This is conveniently carried out by gripping 
the two halves of the cut in a standard tensile tester, and obtaining a 
tear test force extension curve. The various tear tests carried out in this 
manner, which are called tongue tear tests, differ mainly in the geometry 
of the specimen. ASTM D2261 describes a single rip tear test method, 
and BS 4303 also describes a wing rip tear test method. The results 
can be expressed as the maximum, the median, or the average tearing 
resistance.

Another approach to measure tear strength is the ballistic tear test, which 
measures energy loss (work done) during tearing. ASTM 1424 describes a 
tear strength test using the Elmendorf tear tester. There is the following 
equation for the relationship between the tearing force and the energy 
loss:

Energy loss = tearing force * distance.

Seam strength

Seam strength is the resistance to yarn slippage in a fabric seam. There are 
three different types of seam slippage test:

(i) To measure the maximum force to seam rupture.
(ii) To plot a load–extension curve with and without a standard seam and 

take the difference between the two curves as the slippage.
(iii) To put a standard seam under a fi xed load and measure the seam 

gape.

ISO 13935 describes two methods of the fi rst type. BS 3320 describes a 
standard test of the second type.
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12.4.6 Bagging

There are a few methods developed for evaluation of woven and knitted 
fabrics’ bagging behavior. The Celanese bagging test uses the principle of 
tensile stretch and recovery and is adaptable to the Instron tensile machine.25 
A 10-inch-diameter specimen is subjected to repeated loads of between 
0.5 and 15 pounds. The immediate growth and immediate distortion are 
recorded, and from them a measure of immediate recovery is obtained. 
Based on a comparison with wear trials, fabrics with an immediate recovery 
value greater than 59% are considered to be satisfactory, 53–59% to be on 
the borderline and less than 53% to be unsatisfactory.

The Zweigle type bagging tester uses the Gronewald and Zoll principle, 
and enables measurement of bagging tendency under reasonably realistic 
conditions.26 The testing apparatus is an artifi cial arm with an elbow joint. 
The test fabric, suitably made into tubular form, is drawn onto the tester. 
With the testing arm bent, the sample is subjected to fi ve hours of static 
strain. The testing arm is then brought to the straight position and the 
specimen is allowed to recover. After a 10-minute recovery, the specimen 
is withdrawn from the arm and the bagging height at the elbow region is 
measured. For all the fabrics tested, when the bagging height measured in 
the laboratory was below 5 mm, a fabric was judged to be wearable under 
practical conditions.

Yokura et al.27 developed an apparatus for the measurement of fabric 
bagging behavior in terms of increased volume. In the test, a fabric sample 
is placed on a hemisphere of 14 cm diameter, clamped by chucks and then 
loaded using a square frame for fi ve hours. The shape of the distorted 
specimen is measured using the Moiré topographic technique. The volume 
formed by the bagged fabric is used to evaluate its bagging propensity.

Zhang28 and Zhang et al.29,30 developed an apparatus that is attached to 
an Instron tensile machine to investigate the dynamic bagging property of 
a fabric. A specimen, under a pre-tension force, is stretched to a predeter-
mined height and returned to its original position. This process is repeated 
continuously many times, followed by a specifi ed recovery time under zero 
loading. After recovery, the specimen is subjected again to the same pre-
tension force and then the non-recovered bagging height is measured. The 
relative residual bagging height is then the ratio of the non-recovered 
bagging height to the predetermined bagging height in percentage terms.

12.5 Conclusion

The structural features, classifi cation of woven and knitted fabrics, and the 
fabric construction measurements have been briefl y reviewed. Descriptions 
of the mechanical properties of fabrics in simple and complex deformations, 
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which determine the biomechanical performance of clothing, were intro-
duced. The commonly used parameters were derived from these descrip-
tions. To obtain these parameters for biomechanical engineering design, 
various testing methods and apparatus including the KES and FAST systems 
were summarized.
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13.1 Introduction

In this chapter, common experimental techniques to quantify the tensile, 
compression, shear and frictional properties of the human skin and underly-
ing tissues are reviewed. Selected material properties of the human skin 
tissues are highlighted.

13.2 Biomechanical testing of human skin

Many biomechanical approaches have been developed to test the human 
skin and underlying tissues. The aims are not only to understand the tissues 
distinct behaviors, but also to help in clinical diagnosis of skin diseases. 
Noninvasive measurements of skin mechanical properties provide a possi-
bility for monitoring the temporal effects of disease, drugs, or cosmetics 
within and across subjects. Establishing objective and quantitative measure-
ments of skin properties is one important aspect for clinical treatment and 
diagnosis.

Due to the structural variations, the mechanical properties of skin may 
vary with the subject, body site, direction, testing condition such as strain 
rate, and ambient conditions. An ideal test should be conducted in vivo with 
controlled specimen size and condition, such as multiaxial tests with uniform 
strain fi elds, so that the skin comprehensive properties can be readily associ-
ated with the results.1 However, this can hardly be achieved because it is 
diffi cult to obtain a uniform strain fi eld throughout the testing area and to 
control the loading boundaries in in vivo tests. There are diffi culties in 
measuring the resting tension and deformation, the skin dimension and the 
boundary effects. These diffi culties can be solved in an in vitro test but the 
effects of biological behaviors, such as blood pressure, lymphatic drainage, 
metabolism, and nervous and hormonal controls may be lost. Although in 
vitro testing based on standardized methods can give more repeatable 
results, in vivo skin properties are more relevant to clinical application and 
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in the fi elds of textiles and clothing. However, interpretation of in vivo tests 
is diffi cult because of the measurement constraints and indifferentiable 
response from boundary and underlying soft tissues.

13.2.1 In vitro tests of human skin

An in vitro test means that the skin specimen is tested away from the body. 
In vitro methods involve the removal of skin samples from the body and 
the usual procedure is to excise the skin and to pare off as much subcutane-
ous fat as possible. Therefore, the tissue cannot be further modulated in in 
vivo situations and thus a signifi cant amount of series measurements of 
samples from different sites are required for adequate interpretation of 
results. In vitro uniaxial tests or strip biaxial tests are well suited for studies 
of the anisotropic behavior of the skin because of their better strain uni-
formity than in vivo tests.

The site and orientation of the tested specimen are very important, as 
anisotropic pre-existing or resting tension of skin exists as a result of struc-
tural strain, normal habitual body movements, and underlying joints or 
musculature. The sample is cut into a dumbbell shape, with the middle 
portion considered as the test site, and the larger ends are gripped on a 
tensile testing machine. In this arrangement, the specimen can be stretched 
under a uniform strain fi eld throughout the skin thickness. It should be 
noticed that repeating the application of test stresses in both in vitro and 
in vivo tests is essential to allow a steady-state response to be achieved, 
leading to good reproducibility of results.

The ultimate strength and elastic parameters are commonly extracted 
from in vitro mechanical testing of skin. Edwards and Marks2 summarized 
the results of selected in vitro tests of normal human skin samples of dimen-
sions 4 mm × 2 mm × skin thickness of approximately 1–2 mm. The tensile 
strength of skin ranged from 5 to 30 N/mm2, with a maximum mean value 
of about 21 N/mm2 at 8 years, declining to about 17 N/mm2 at 95 years. The 
ultimate modulus of elasticity ranged from about 15 to 150 N/mm2. The 
mean showed a maximum value of about 70 N/mm2 at age 11, with a decline 
to about 60 N/mm2 at 95 years. The ultimate strain varied from about 35 to 
115%. The mean value declined in a linear fashion from 75% at birth to 
60% at 90 years.

13.2.2 In vivo tests of skin

An in vivo test means that the skin is tested on body. Though it is diffi cult 
to extract consistent mechanical parameters for inter and intra studies 
comparison, it can provide important information on functional skin 
mechanics. In fact, the in vivo tests have been widely used for the objective 
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assessment of severity and response to treatment in several diseases. In the 
following sections, the common measuring techniques and devices for in 
vivo testing of the human skin are discussed.

Tensile test (extensometer, twistometer, cutometer)

Extensometer: The simplest method for measuring the tensile properties of 
skin is the use of a linear uniaxial extensometer. Tabs are attached to the 
skin with either cyanoacrylate glue or double-sided adhesive tape and are 
driven apart to give a preset extension of typically 30%.2 Strain gauges and 
a linear variable differential transformer sensor (LVDT) are attached to 
measure the forces applied to the pads and their displacements.3 The force 
required to stretch the skin and maintain the new tab separation can be 
recorded. Alternatively, the separation of the tabs can be monitored with 
the application of a constant extension force. This cannot easily be achieved 
in vivo, but a good approximation can be obtained by using attachment tabs 
that are much wider than their initial separation distance. In this confi gura-
tion, the skin is prevented from necking in the region of strain application 
and therefore experiences an effective stress in a direction orthogonal to 
the extension axis. Modulation of stratum corneum properties by as much 
as 30% from the effects of emollient applications and different tissue dis-
orders can be evaluated.2 This method can also be used to study changes 
due to aging, radiation therapy, steroid application and plastic surgery. 
Testing of skin properties using the extensometer is practically convenient; 
however, a pure uniaxial tensile test cannot be achieved as the specimen 
boundary conditions are not well defi ned.

Table 13.1 highlights some of the measured material parameters of skin 
using uniaxial extensometers, in the literature. The uniaxial extensometer 
has been employed to help evaluate the treatment of postburn hypertrophic 
skin4 and the effects of aging and photodamage under sun exposure.5

Twistometer: The in-plane response of skin to a torsional stimulus can be 
measured by a twistometer, which has a central disk within a thin annulus. 
These are stuck to the skin, usually by means of double-sided adhesive tape, 
and the inner disk of skin is twisted while the torque required to achieve 
and maintain this rotation is monitored.2 The probe of the twistometer 
consists of a torque motor and an angle sensor. The twistometer may also 
be confi gured as electromechanical oscillators connected to a spring exhib-
iting a variable degree of viscous recoil in the skin, in order to study the 
dynamic skin response.3

When the torque is applied for a given duration via the twistometer, the 
torque disk moves to a degree dependent on the compliance and viscosity 
of the tissue, and the resulting angular deformation is recorded. The creep 
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and relaxation behavior of skin in this test is similar to that obtained from 
a uniaxial extensometer. The difference between the two methods lies in 
the fact that the torsional device twists the skin through a small angle in 
all orientations, thus eliminating differences due to the test direction. With 
the twistometer, the deformations are applied in the plane of the skin to 
minimize the contribution of the deep layers. The stresses are applied in 
rotation, hence with an axis of symmetry. In contrast to uniaxial methods, 
the contribution of natural skin tensions can thus be averaged and the 
measurements are independent of the orientation of the imposed stress 
relative to the Langer’s lines.

In the torsional test, a step torque instantaneously applied to the skin is 
maintained and then released to characterize creep and relaxation of the 
skin tissue. Typical skin deformation with time is depicted in Fig. 13.1. The 
parameter Ue is the elastic deformation of skin due to the application of 
an instantaneous load, Uv is the viscoelastic creep occurring after the elastic 
deformation, Ur is the elastic recovery, and Uf is the total extensibility.

Using a twistometer, Agache et al.6 measured the skin deformation of 138 
individuals from 3 to 89 years old and reported that the Young’s modulus 
of the in vivo dermis was 0.42 MPa for the young age group and 0.85 MPa 
for the older age group. Boyce et al.7 measured the deformation and recov-
ery of skin after the treatment of burns with cultured skin substitutes, with 
the use of a dermal torque meter, in 10 patients. Assessments of burn scars 

Table 13.1 Reported skin stiffness using uniaxial extensometers

Research group Sites and conditions Measured skin parameters
  and values

  Initial stiffness: 1 MPa (along axis),
Manschot &  Human calf         0.15 MPa (across
 Brakkee [55]  (along and across         axis)
  tibial axis) Effective stiffness: 13 MPa (along
           axis), 4 MPa
            (across axis)

Clark et al. [4] Human forearm Skin stiffness: 0.75 N/mm

Quan et al. [5] Human forearm and Forearm skin stiffness: 1.92 N/mm
  thigh (old            (young), 
  and young)            2.86 N/mm
             (old)
  Thigh skin stiffness: 1.20 N/mm 
            (young),
            2.10 N/mm 
            (old)
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reported time-dependent increases of skin extensibility and elastic recovery 
during the one-year post-treatment.

The torsional method can be used to determine the basic elastic and vis-
coelastic properties of skin and for the study of chronic sun exposure, racial 
differences in skin properties, scleroderma, and effects of cosmetic product 
application.

Cutometer: A skin pulling device called a cutometer has been used to quan-
tify the mechanical behavior of skin under tension.2 The device places a 
suction cup or cylinder perpendicularly on the skin surface and applies a 
negative pressure through the opening of a probe. The suction head is cen-
tered in the probe shield, with the diameter of the probe ranged from 2 to 
8 mm, depending on the skin area.3 The negative pressure is applied via a 
vacuum pump, which is incorporated with a pressure sensor. The resulting 
vertical deformation of the dome of the skin surface is measured by deter-
mining the depth of skin penetration into the probe. Skin elasticity para-
meters can be extracted from the applied pressure and the height of the skin 
dome. The typical skin deformation–time graph obtained is similar to the 
torsional test as depicted in Fig. 13.1. Cutometers usually provide the ability 
to alternate the pressure in a dynamic test mode to generate a cyclic suction 
such that the height of the raised skin can be recorded on each cycle.

13.1 Graphical representations of the skin deformation–time curve 
under the mechanical testing of cutometer or twistometer. A suction 
force (torque for twistometer) is applied on the skin tissue and 
maintained during the suction time. The suction force is then released 
to characterize creep and relaxation.

Ue

Ur

Uv

Uf

suction time relaxation time 

Skin deformation
(degrees or mm)

Time (seconds)
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The two most commonly used suction cup devices are the Dermafl ex A 
(Department of Dermatology, Rishospital, Copenhagen, Denmark and the 
Institute of Technical Engineering (ATV), Glostrup, Denmark) and the 
DermaLab (Cortex Technology, Hadsund, Denmark).3 These suction 
chamber devices are usually used to measure distensibility, elasticity and 
hysteresis of the tested skin.8,9 Distensibility can be defi ned as the elevation 
of the skin under a particular tensile stress, and refl ects the stiffness of the 
stretched skin. The stiffness is thought mainly to be due to the collagen 
fi bers in the dermis. Elasticity defi nes the ability of the skin to recover from 
stress/stretch, which can be measured by monitoring the residual skin eleva-
tion after the fi rst suction is terminated. Elasticity is also represented by 
Ur/Uf. The ability to regain the original shape following exposure to stretch 
seems to rely mainly on the elasticity fi bers of the dermis. Hysteresis 
describes the irreversible alteration in maximum distensibility resulting 
from continuous cycles of stress applied on a particular area of the skin. It 
is determined from the difference between the elevation during the fi rst 
cycle of suction and the last. Table 13.2 highlights some of the measured 
elastic parameters of skin using the cutometer, presented in the literature.

The cutometer has frequently been employed to help evaluate the effect 
of different pathological changes and treatment on skin elastic proper-

Table 13.2 Reported skin elastic parameters using cutometer

Research group Sites and  Measured skin elastic 
 conditions parameters and values

  Distensibility: 1.76 mm (palm), 
          2.22 mm (forearm)
Jemec et al. [8] Human palm and  Elasticity: 58% (palm), 68% (forearm)
  forearm Hysteresis: 0.21 mm (palm), 
        0.20 mm (forearm)

  Distensibility: 2.98
  Elasticity: 90%
  Hysteresis: 0.18 mm
Pedersen et al.  Human forearm Young’s modulus: 5.26 MPa (Women),
 [9]  (sex and age)           4.8 MPa (Men)
  Young’s modulus: 3.52 MPa (age 9–29),
            4.77 MPa (age 30–39),
            6.98 MPa (age 40–58)

Quan et al. [5] Human forearm  Forearm skin stiffness: 1.92 N/mm (young)
  and thigh (old             2.86 N/mm (old)
  and young) Thigh skin stiffness: 1.20 N/mm (young)
            2.10 N/mm (old)
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ties.10–14 Yoon et al.14 quantifi ed the facial skin elasticity in 96 diabetic 
patients and 83 normal subjects using a hand-held cutometer. The elasticity 
in the diabetics was signifi cantly lower than in the non-diabetics. Using the 
cutometer, Dobrev10 monitored the effect of therapy with dithranol by 
measuring the elasticity of 82 psoriatic plaques and of clinically uninvolved 
psoriatic skin in comparison with the skin of healthy controls. The plaques 
characterized signifi cantly lower skin distensibility and elasticity compared 
with adjacent normal skin. After treatment, the mechanical parameters of 
psoriatic plaques approached the values of adjacent control skin. Van 
Zuijlen et al.13 studied the effects of dermal substitution in acute burns and 
reconstructive surgery on skin elasticity measurements in 44 paired burn 
wounds and 44 paired scar reconstructions. The substituted scar reconstruc-
tions demonstrated an elasticity improvement of approximately 20% on a 
short-term basis but did not yield statistical evidence for a long-term clinical 
effectiveness of dermal substitution.

In terms of cosmetic skin treatment, Koch and Cheng11 reported a sig-
nifi cant increase of about 18.2% in skin elasticity after skin resurfacing 
using pulsed carbon dioxide lasers in 32 subjects, demonstrating its positive 
effect on skin-tightening. Pedersen and Jemec12 studied the immediate plas-
ticizing effect of water and glycerin on the skin of 23 healthy volunteers. 
Both water and glycerin were found to cause a signifi cant increase in hys-
teresis with no signifi cant difference in distensibility.

Indentation test (durometer, indentometer)

Durometer: The durometer is an indentometry device commonly used in 
the engineering industry to measure hardness of rubbers and other soft 
materials.3 It has also been used to assess the degree of skin hardness to 
help quantify tissue hardness for prognostic and therapeutic reasons. The 
durometer reading was consistently higher for patients who were clinically 
judged to show greater induration. Durometry provides an easy to use and 
reproducible technique for measuring skin hardness on a linear scale. The 
instrument can thus serve as a standard noninvasive tool to measure skin 
hardness in systemic sclerosis or other dermatological diseases such as 
diabetic feet to assess skin involvement and to monitor the effi cacy of 
treatment.

The fi rst instrument used to assess skin hardness was a Rex durometer 
(model 1700, Rex Gauge Company, Inc., Glenview, IL).3 This instrument is 
the international standard for measuring the hardness of rubber, plastic, 
nonmetallic materials, and soft tissue such as skin. It is a portable, hand-held 
device, which is provided with a calibrated gauge that registers linearly the 
relative degree of hardness (Shore hardness) on a scale of units divided 
from 0 to 100. This feature is the result of a spring-loaded interior that 
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senses hardness by applying an indentation load to the specimen via a 
retractable indentor.

Durometry measurements were found to be highly reproducible at the 
same site in each subject and in different clinical conditions.3 However, 
durometer readings are insensitive in some skin areas, such as the forehead 
and dorsal digit, where subcutaneous tissue is less represented. The relative 
high stiffness of the underlying bone or tendon structure is suggested as 
a cause of failure of differentiation between normal and indurated skin 
tissue.

Romanelli and Falanga15 measured the degree of skin induration in lipo-
dermatosclerosis on the medial aspect of the leg, on 30 patients, with the 
use of a durometer. An increase in skin severity scores from 0 to 3 was 
found to correspond to an increasing durometer reading from 25 to 60. The 
durometer was suggested as an effective and reliable instrument for meas-
uring skin hardness in patients with lipodermatosclerosis and venous ulcer-
ation, for the quantifi cation of skin induration and ulcer healing. The 
noninvasive determination of skin hardness can be used to help identify 
patients at potential risk of developing neuropathic foot ulcers. Piaggesi et 
al.16 evaluated the hardness of plantar skin in diabetic neuropathic feet of 
36 patients by means of a durometer. Skin hardness was found to increase 
with the severity of diabetic neuropathy in patients. An increase in average 
skin stiffness from 41 (control) to 42 and 51, was measured for patients 
without and with diabetic neuropathy, respectively.

Recently, Thomas et al.17 reported Shore hardness values ranging from 20 
to 60 in different foot sole areas in diabetic subjects, depending on the 
severity of diabetic neuropathy. Using the Hayes formulation18 (see page 
231), they calculated the corresponding values of Young’s modulus to hard-
ness of foot sole soft tissue by measuring the indentation depth, the dia-
meter of the indenter and the applied force. Shore values of 10, 20, 30, 60 
and 90 were found to correspond to Young’s moduli of 0.3, 0.84, 1.4, 3.85 
and 7.9 MPa, respectively.

Indentometer: To obtain the compressive mechanical properties of the skin 
and underlying soft tissues, the majority of studies reported in literature 
have used indentation tests.19–22 A number of indentation studies have been 
done to quantify the bulk soft tissue response of different regions of the 
body, using indentation devices of different technologies, such as linear 
variable differential transformers (LVDT) and ultrasound trans ducers, to 
measure the elasticity parameters.

Vannah and Childress21 conducted an in vivo indentor test on the tissue 
stiffness of the calf of the lower leg, using a device consisting of an indentor 
with a linear variable differential transformer (LVDT) and a load cell. 
Prescribed displacement and resulting force were measured simultaneously 
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and the quantitative data of the nonlinear material stiffness and viscoelas-
ticity occurring in the response of bulk soft tissue was applied for the design 
of soft tissue support. Zheng and Mak23 developed a Tissue Ultrasound 
Palpation System (TUPS) which has a potential for clinical assessment of 
soft tissues over different regions. The pen-sized, hand-held probe consisted 
of an ultrasound transducer and a load cell connected in series. The thick-
ness and deformation of the soft tissue layer during indentation were deter-
mined from the ultrasound echoes. The force response was monitored by a 
low profi le load cell.

To extract Young’s modulus from the force–indentation relationship, the 
formula developed by Hayes et al.18 is often used. For a rigid, plane-ended 
and cylindrical indenter, the formula is

E = p(1 − n 2)/2aw0k (a/h, n) [13.1]

where E is the Young’s modulus, p the load applied by the indenter, n the 
Poisson’s ratio, a the radius of the indenter, h the thickness of the measured 
layer, w0 the depth of the indentation, and k a geometric and material 
dependent factor.

A table of factor k was given for several values of ratios of indenter radius 
to tissue layer thickness and the Poisson’s ratio. Hayes’ solution could be 
used to consider the layered effect and the lateral expansion of the soft 
tissue during indentation, based on the assumption of infi nitesimal defor-
mation and a frictionless indenter interface. Zhang et al.24 investigated the 
infl uence of friction and large deformation during an indentation test of a 
layered material bonded to a rigid foundation using fi nite element analyses. 
Modifi ed k values were given24 for the calculation of Young’s modulus in 
the same manner as Hayes’ solution, except that the results presented took 
into consideration the large deformation of the indented tissue and the 
friction at the skin/indenter interface.

An ultrasound indentation system is an effective tool for the assessment 
of soft tissue properties. The effective elastic modulus of the skin and 
subcutaneous tissues at different sites has been reported in the literature 
(Table 13.3).

Impact test (ballistometer)

The ballistometer employs a dynamic technique for assessing the intrinsic 
viscoelastic properties of skin.3 The bulk soft tissue responses, involving 
contributions from the outermost skin layers to the underlying structures 
of fat, muscle, or bone, are documented. A lightweight hammer, anchored 
at one end, free-falls onto the tested skin surface under gravitational force; 
the resulting hammer oscillatory displacement–time data are recorded and 
associated physical parameters are determined.
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A ballistometer usually consists of a rotary transducer and magnet for 
holding and releasing the ballistic hammer at a fi xed angle.3 The hammer 
is assumed to be a rigid body, rotating about a noncentroidal axis and its 
motion can be represented by ΣMo = Ioa where ΣMo is the algebraic sum 
of the moments of the external forces about the axis of rotation (o), Io is 
the moment of inertia of the hammer about the axis of rotation, and a is 
the angular acceleration of the hammer. The potential energy of the hammer 
can be calculated from the mass of the hammer, the distance from the center 
of rotation to the hammer’s center of gravity, and the angular displacement 
of the hammer with respect to the test surface. The temporal angular veloc-
ity and angular acceleration of the hammer can be calculated from the 
measured angular displacement of the hammer. Alternatively, the angular 
velocity of the hammer at the instant of impact can be calculated from the 
conservation of kinetic and potential energy of the rotating hammer. The 
product of the hammer’s moment of inertia and angular velocity is defi ned 
as the angular momentum of the hammer. The average force of the hammer 
during impact can be estimated from the change in angular momentum.

The ballistometer provides a noninvasive method for determining the 
viscoelastic properties of skin. The four parameters of common interests 
are amplitude, coeffi cient of restitution, cutaneous absorption coeffi cient 
and stiffness.3 The amplitude, or angular displacement, measured with 
respect to the baseline is a measure of elasticity as it relates to the rebound 
energy of the skin. The coeffi cient of restitution is a measure of elasticity 
defi ned as the ratio between the hammer rebound speed to its speed just 
before impact on the skin. The coeffi cient of restitution is calculated either 
as the ratio of rebound and initial hammer speed or as the square root of 
the potential energy ratio of two adjacent peaks. The cutaneous absorption 
coeffi cient is another measure of elasticity, defi ned as a dynamic time con-
stant, and presumes that the hammer impact energy is lost exponentially 
with time and is calculated from the peak height. The Cutaneous Absorption 
Coeffi cient, K is defi ned as

Table 13.3 Reported skin stiffness from indentation tests

Research group Tested sites Young’s modulus

Krouskop et al. [56] Residual limbs 0.053 to 0.141 MPa
Torres-Moreno et al. [57] Residual limbs 0.027 to 0.106 MPa
Mak et al. [20] Residual limbs 0.021 to 0.194 MPa
Zheng et al. [58] Forearms 0.014 to 0.059 MPa
Zheng and Mak, [59] Limbs 0.0104 to 0.0892 MPa
Zheng et al. [60] Plantar foot 0.043 to 0.118 MPa
Han et al. [61] Breast 0.029 MPa
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K = −(1/tn)*log ((AMPn + BL)/(AMP0 + BL)),

where tn is the time at the nth peak, AMP refers to the angular displacement 
versus the baseline at the peak, and BL the baseline displacement from the 
horizontal or vertical. Skin stiffness is defi ned as the ratio of the hammer 
impact force to the skin deformation, that is the slope of the hammer impact 
force versus surface deformation curve.

The data obtained in a clinical study on 70 female subjects showed a 
decrease in the values with age for amplitude and the coeffi cient of restitu-
tion, while the cutaneous absorption coeffi cient shows a direct increase with 
age.3 The stiffness value has an inverse relationship with age until the fourth 
to fi fth decade, after which it increases sharply with age in females.

Using a ballistometer, Tosti et al.25 studied the elastic properties of skin 
areas of 46 normal subjects ranging in age from 8 to 80 years, as well as on 
pathologic and cadaveric skin. The results showed a progressive decrease 
of coeffi cient of restitution with advancing age, as well as differences related 
to various skin regions. The tests performed on pathologic skin showed a 
lowered coeffi cient of restitution in epidermal hyperplasia, hyperkeratosis, 
sclerosis, and dermal infi ltration. An increase of coeffi cient of restitution 
was observed when high water content was present in the skin.

13.3 Frictional properties of human skin

Frictional properties of human skin depend not only on the skin itself, such 
as its texture, its suppleness and smoothness, and its dryness or oiliness,26 but 
also on its interaction with external surfaces and the outside environment. 
Investigation of skin frictional properties is relevant to several research 
fi elds, such as skin physiology, skin care products, textile and clothing indus-
try, human friction-dependent activities and skin friction-induced injuries.

Frictional properties of skin surface may become an objective assessment 
of skin pathologies. It has been shown that frictional properties can refl ect 
the chemical and physical properties of the skin surface and thus depend 
on the physiological variations as well as pathological conditions of skin.26–30 
The measurement of skin friction may be useful in studying the progress of 
individual skin disease.28 Lodén et al.27 found experimentally that the fric-
tion of skin with dry atopic subjects was signifi cantly lower than that of the 
normal skin.

Skin frictional data have been used to evaluate skin care and cosmetic 
products.31 Friction of skin forms an integral part of our tactile perception 
and plays an important role in the objective evaluation of consumer-
perceptible skin attributes.32,33 Some experiments31,34–37 investigated friction 
changes induced by hydration and emollient application and the correlation 
with perceived skin feel.
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Skin friction properties are also relevant to some friction-dependent 
functions, such as grasping, gripping and movement.38–41 Such an under-
standing is very important in the design of handles, tools, controls and shoes. 
Bucholz et al.42 investigated the frictional properties of human palmar skin 
to various materials, using a two-fi ngered pinch grip and effects of subjects, 
materials, moisture, pinch force. The investigation of the skin frictional pro-
perties is also helpful to understand the skin friction-induced injuries.43–47 
The injurious effects of friction on the skin and the underlying tissues can 
be divided into two classes, those without slip and those with slip. The 
former may rupture the epidermis and occlude blood and interstitial fl uid 
fl ows by stretching or compressing the skin. The latter adds an abrasion to 
this damage. Research showed that the skin shear force produced by fric-
tional force, combining with pressure is effective on occluding the skin 
blood fl ow.48–50 Repetitive rubbing causes blistering and produces heat 
which may have uncomfortable and injurious consequences.

In lower-limb prosthetic socket and orthotic design, achieving a proper 
load transfer is the key issue since the soft tissues, such as those over resid-
ual limb, which are not suited for loading, have to support the body weight 
as well as other functional loads. Skin and prosthetic devices form a critical 
interface, at which skin friction is an important determinant on the mechan-
ical interactional properties. Friction plays signifi cant roles in supporting 
the load and in causing discomfort or skin damage.51,52 To optimize frictional 
actions, there is a requirement to adequately understand the frictional 
properties between the skin and its contact surface. In textile and clothing 
industry, skin friction to the clothing materials is an important parameter 
for the correlation of sensation, comfort or fabric cling.53

Frictional properties between human skin and the prosthesis materials 
were measured using Measurement Technologies Skin Friction Meter (Aca-
Derm Inc., California).54 A spring balance was connected to a hand-held 
probe to monitor the normal force. An annular disk of the tested material 
was glued on the rotary end of the frictional meter. The probe sensing 
surface was annular with an outer diameter of 16 mm and an inner diameter 
of 10 mm. Five materials namely aluminum, nylon, silicone, sock cotton and 
Pelite were studied. Ten subjects without any skin problems participated in 
the study. The measurements were conducted at six anatomical sites, namely 
the dorsum of hand, palm of hand, anterior side of forearm, posterior side 
of forearm, anterior leg, posterior leg. The skin was untreated but clean. 
Various normal forces from 0.25 N to 1 N were applied. The frictional 
torques were measured at rotation speeds between 25 rpm to 62.5 rpm. Each 
test was repeated fi ve times.

Tables 13.4 and 13.5 show the coeffi cients of friction over different sites 
and with different materials. In all the measurements, the coeffi cient of 
friction ranged from 0.24 to 0.65 and the average value for all the tested 
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sites and materials was 0.41 ± 0.14. There was no signifi cant difference in 
friction between the two anatomical sites measured. Among the fi ve materi-
als measured, silicone showed the highest coeffi cient of friction, and nylon 
showed the lowest.

13.4 Conclusion

Mechanical measurements of skin properties have progressed considerably 
in the past several decades. Reliable commercial devices are now available 
for measuring several different aspects of skin mechanics. With adequate 
control of the testing instruments, environment and specimens, it is possible 
to obtain valuable data relating to the effects of treatments, disease states, 
or the natural aging process. Because of the diversities of instrumental 
approaches and measured parameters, it is not feasible to set absolute 
standards for the experimental procedures. Rather, proper control of instru-
mental and testing parameters, measurement environment, and treatment 
site should be achieved in order to obtain reliable skin biomechanical 
measurements.

The noninvasive nature of available techniques provides effective 
methods for monitoring the temporal effects of disease, drugs, or cosmetics 
on in vivo skin. In vitro testing, on the other hand, provides repeatable 
standardized methods that can supply basic elastic and viscoelastic moduli 
for skin. Although interpretation of skin parameters measured in vivo is 
diffi cult, objective evaluations of the changes due to treatment or progress 
of disease, and the effi cacy of competing treatments can be achieved. 
Measurement of skin mechanical properties is one important aspect of 
endeavor to help quantify and optimize different treatment modalities.

Table 13.4 Coeffi cient of friction at the six anatomical sites (DH = dorsum of 
hand, PH = palm of hand, AF = anterior side of forearm, PF = posterior side of 
forearm, AL = anterior leg, PL = posterior leg)

Site DH PH AF PF AL PL

Coeffi cient 0.47 ± 0.12 0.62 ± 0.22 0.46 ± 0.10 0.43 ± 0.10 0.40 ± 0.10 0.40 ± 0.09

Table 13.5 Coeffi cient of friction with the fi ve materials

Material Al Nylon Silicone Sock Pelite

Coeffi cient 0.42 ± 0.14 0.37 ± 0.09 0.61 ± 0.21 0.51 ± 0.11 0.45 ± 0.07

Pelite = polyethylene foam
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